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Chapter- 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Geographical Location of Andaman and Nicobar Islands: 

The Archipelago of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands is situated in the Ba) of Bengal, 

by the east of Indian mainland. The Andaman and Nicobar islands constitute one of the 

most important union territories of the Indian republic. This union territory stretches over 

a length of more than 700kms from north to south covering a total area of about 8294 sq. 

km, comprising of 349 islands and 206 rocks and rocky outcrops. These islands are 

located between 92nd and 94th meridian of East Latitude and 6th and 19t" parallels of 

North Latitude. This territory comprises of islands some of which arc large :-,uch as North 

Andaman, Middle Andaman, South Andaman, Baratang and Little Andaman in the 

Andaman group (See: Table 1) and Car Nicobar in the Nicobar group. Geologically the 

islands appear to have been part of the land mass of South-East Asia comprising North

East India, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. The range of islands Corm an 

irregular chain that seems to continue the H1malayan ranges through Myanmar's Arakan 

Yoma southwards in an arch over 1100 km. of sea into Sumatra, Indonesia. 

The physiography of these islands is characterised by undulating topography and 

intervening valleys. There are, however, some flat islands like Car Nicobar and Trinket. 

The coastal line of these islands is wav) \vith large number of bay:-,. lagoons and 

serpentine creeks, and extends to about 1962 km. Soil cover is rather thin. varying from 

2m to 5 m. The coastal flats have an admixture of sand, silty clay and diluvial material 

with fine fragments of coral lime. The soil IS, in general, mild to moderately acidic with 

high humus on top. 

1.2. Geology of Andaman and Nicobar Islands: 

The Andamans and Nicobars represent the highest peaks of an under-\vater mountain 

range which is itself an extension of the Arakan range in Burma and the Sumatran 

Barisan ranges to the south. The islands he parallel to a geological fault line to the cast, 

crossing the Andaman Sea from north to south. The line marks two tectonic plates 

rubbing against each other: the eastern plate, an extension of the huge Eurasian plate. is 

stationary, whil.: the Indian plate to the west is moving north to northeast at the rate of a 

few centimetre~ a year, taking the Andaman Islands with it. This slow movement is still 
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pushing up the Himalayan Mountains and causes earthquakes and volcanic activity in 

and around the islands. India's only active volcanoes, on Barren and Narcondam islands, 

are caused by the fault line. The Andamans are rising and falling with the erratic local 

movement of the earth's crust. 

On a geological time-scale these are mere shudders, small and rapid. On a human time

scale, however, the shudders have been very slow but some were still rapid enough to 

have adversely affected human life during the geological instant Homo sapiens bas been 

in residence. 

The oldest rock formations represent deposits laid down in the deep, open sea from the 

Cretaceous period immediately preceding the Cainozoic to the middle Tertiary. The 

islands were born when the sea floor, consisting of a core of faulted sandstone and shale) 

was lifted and piled up into the present mountain chain during the Oligocene. Ritchie's 

archipelago, Little Andaman and the Nicobars rose from the sea at a somewhat later 

stage. Most of the islands are surrounded by coral reefs or extensive mangrove swamps. 

Behind these formidable coastal defences is a deeply indented shore that provides many 

good and well-camouflaged anchorages 

1.3. The Andaman Islands 

The Andaman Islands is a cluster of approximately 250 islands running from north to 

south of the southeast of the Indian subcontinent in the Bay of Bengal. Out of the total 

area, 90 percent is forested and 36 percent is designated as tribal reserves. These islands 

have a tropical climate which is warm, moist and equable. The proximity of the sea and 

the abundant rainfall prevent extremes of beat. An average of 3000rnm rains per year is 

received from south west and north east monsoons which extends over a period of eight 

months. The extents of the rainfall vary with island. The humidity is as high as 66 to 

85%. 
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Table 1. The Andaman Islands 

No. Group of Islands j To tal No. of Area m (Sq. 

I 
lsi 

1 North Andaman I so 

Miles) 

585.78 
+-d--s--+----

I 

2 Middle Andaman 27 699.84 

3 South Andaman 42 832.00 

----

4 Ritchie Archipelago 15 126.61 

5 Baratang Island 14 129.25 

-

[Source: Abbi, 2006] 

1.4. Historical perspective of the Andaman Islands: 

As the Andaman Islands are located in the trade route from India to East Asia. these 

islands and their dwellers have always attracted fascination and interest of the world. 

Their languages, location and appearance are subject of great interest. There have been 

various interpretations about the name ·Andaman'. The Malays called the Andaman 

group 'Pulan Hantuman' or the 'Land of Hanuman' and this has changed to Andaman. 

concluded Sir Maxwell in the Journal Straits branch (1886). The Andamans were also 

believed to be named after the Roman cartographer Agathodaimon (of Alexandria) who 

dre\v a map of the vvorld in Ptolemy· s account, and that the islands in Indian Ocean 

called by Ptolemy as Agmmatae and Aginatae referred to the Andamans. The world 

knew about them from some vague references of the sea travellers. explorers and 

scholars. The Andamanese people \Vere become synonymous to certain ur:civilisecl 

people but whose presence was still uncertain. The early travel-writers gave fearful 

accounts of their appearance, manners and language. A ninth century Arab writer 

claimed that they had frightful complexion, frizzled hair, terrible eyes and countenance. 

large feet almost a cubit in length and move about naked. 
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1.4.1. Earlier Accounts of the Andam1111 111111 Nicobar Islands: 

The Greco-Roman geographer, Claudius Ptolemy, in the 2nd Century was the first to 

report on the existence of Andaman Islan4s. Ptolemy wrote about the Andamans as 

Bazakata, derived from the Sanskrit vivasalcrata, meaning 'stripped of clothes'. The 

name Andaman can also be related to the Saaskrit nanga manava, the naked man. Marco 

Polo, the famous Venetian merchant and explorer travelled and explored the Europe

Asia route between 1271 and 1295, wrote both about Necuveran (Nicobar) and 

Angamanain (Andaman) as a very large island, not governed by a king, with plenty of 

spices. Chinese Buddhist monk 1-Tsing also made some brief references about the 

Andamans in 672 A.D. Arab accounts of India and China, dating back to AD 851, 

provide another interesting but exaggerated description of the Andaman Islands. 

Although most of the early accounts of Andam.ans and their inhabitants were rather 

unreliable, there is no doubt that the Andaman Islanders were hostile to outsiders coming 

up near the shores. 

1.4.2. Jfjh Century and Onwards: 

Although some accounts of the Andamans and their inhabitants were provided from time 

to time, these islanders remained virtually unknown to the rest of the world until a few 

centuries ago. Not much was known about these people till late 19th Century. 

"Geographical isolations, aided the survival of ancient human lineages in the 

Andamanese"[Abbi 2003]. 

In the 19th Century, during the colonisation of India, the outside world became curious 

to know more about these tribes. Various publications on the Andamanese tribes suggest 

that the British Government employees were the first to study the various aspects of their 

life and culture by interacting with them. One of the earliest available articles on these 

tribes appeared in 1875 by G.E. Dobson. He describes the geographical properties of 

these islands. He takes into account the zoology of the islands and claims that at one time 

these islands must have been connected with the Asiatic continent, most probably with 

Malay or Burma and had formed a part of a large river delta. He remarks that most of the 

animals found in the Andan1ans have identical varieties found in Burma, even the small 

fresh-water fish. In spite of the lush forests, the absence of many mammals, large or 

small, can be attributed to the fact that a great river might have cut off the islands from 

the main lands. He draws support from the fact that great rivers like the Amazon have 
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influenced the distribution of species. He then proceeds to trace the true origin of the 

'curious' people on the islands, and surveys the prevailing ideas regarding this. The 

article also contains a description ofthe Andamanese tribal people he met in their 'home· 

as well as some species of birds that he encountered during his stay. 

Fox, 1878 opposes the idea proposed by Dobson that Andamans once formed part of the 

delta of Irrav,·addy, saying that the delta was of marine origin and was still rising at that 

time. So, he argues that within human period, it was not possible to afford any closer 

connection \Vith the Andaman than it \Vas ·at present'. 

Man and Temple [1880] concentrates on the two maps of the Andaman Islands. These 

are perhaps one of the oldest maps ,1\ ailable on these islands. The lirst map contains 

information about the distribution o! the nine Andamanese tribes that \verc till then 

known to the British settlers. The second map gives a "list of the known encampments of 

the Bojigngiji tribe of the Andamanese, the only one of which we have any real 

knowledge." The small article also lists some Andamanese place names. A vowel chart 

of ten vowels and a consonant chart ot eight consonants drawn from the same language 

are also presented. All the examples m this paper are from Bojigngiji tribe, there is no 

mention of any linguistic input from any of the other tribes. 

Thomson, in his 1882 article deals wtth Andamanese ornaments, specially, necklaces 

made of bones, human or otherwise. 1-le also draws comparison betv. een these and other 

such specimens available from other parts of the world for example Esquimaux of the 

Savage Island, who wore hair ornaments made of bones of polar bea1. Examples arc also 

given from the North American Indian practices of wearing bone ornaments. 

A number of studies during this time concentrated on the tradition and religion of the 

Andamanese. One such study was Father Schmidt's on the supreme being of the 

Andamanese tribe, namely Paluga, where he counters A.R. Brown's observations on the 

same. Father Schmidt describes the nature and sex of the deity, which. according to him, 

varies from one tribe to another. Some of the tribes take the deity to be a male and some 

others to be a female. This difference 1s also geographically determined, in that the tribes 

of the South Andaman Puluga-Biliku are a masculine whereas in the Northern parts 

Biliku was considered a female. He tries to solve the problem of the identification of 

Biliku and rarai with his knowledge of the mythology and religion the Austronesian 

people. 
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E.H. Man's 1878 work on the arts of the Andamanese and Nicobarese is a description of 

his encounters with the Andamanese tribal populations at different parts of the islands 

and his way of dealing with them. He also gives a list of various implements and 

ornaments used by the Andamanese and Nicobarese. Man's 1883 work [reprinted in 

1975] gives detailed descriptions of the "habits, customs and physical peculiarities" of 

the Andamanese. The purpose of writing the book is stated in the introduction as "in 

considering the habits, customs and physical peculiarities of a savage race, it is important 

to acquire as much information as possible regarding the land they inhabit and also to 

ascertain the nature and extent of the influences exercised by, or resulting from, their 

intercourse with other nationalities". Though intended to be an 'introduction' to the 

"many points of interest connected with the Andamans" the book gives the physiology 

and sociology of the people in fairly good detail. 

Another important work is Kloss's In the Andamans and Nicobars, [1903] which was a 

"narrative of a cruise". It also includes a chapter on the Andaman Islands though the 

focus in the entire book is on the Nicobars. 1be section on the Andaman tribes is too 

sketchy and does not give any new insight into their life in general. 

1.4.3. Penal Settlement in Port Blair: 

The British occupied the islands in 1789 and explored many parts of these islands. The 

Andaman Islands had been known as kaalaa paanii ('black waters') by Indians as the 

islands were known for the establishment of penal settlement in 1858 by the British. 

Lt. Archibald Blair of the Royal Navy was commissioned by the East India Company to 

survey the coasts of the Andamans in 1788. Thereafter, a site was selected and 200 

Indian prisoners were settled in the penal colony in the year 1789. The port was named 

port Cornwallis after the then Governor General Cornwallis.· But the war with the French 

and other problems let to abandonment of the penal colony. 

Thereafter, due to attacks on ships and the great Indian revolt of 1857 led the British to 

think about the Andamans again. A new penal settlement was established in South 

Andaman away from the earlier penal settlement. The new penal settlement had better 

weather condition and was more suitable than the earlier one. It was named Port Blair. 

Captain Man, Executive Engineer and Jail superintendent in Maulmin, was specially sent 

to Port Blair to formally inaugurate the penal settlement. However Dr. James walker was 
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the one who was entrusted with the establishment and running of the penal settlement. 

On 1oth march 1858, Walker, accompanied by an Indian doctor, 50 navy sailors and 500 

prisoners reached Port Blair. An island was selected for making a base of British officials 

which was named Ross Island after the marine surveyor Sir Daniel Ross. The 

establishment of the British penal settlement led to innumerable \ iolent encounters 

between the natives and the settlers. These encounters together with diseases brought to 

the locals, led to a dwindling of the population of the locals and a strong hold of the 

British on the island. Later on colonel E H Man took charge of the penal settlement in 

1868 who undertook extensive work for the construction of penal settlement. He was 

credited with running the 'Andaman Horne· for effective occupation of the Andamanese 

territory. These efforts resulted in bringing about 150 Andamanesc from different areas 

to settle as residents of Andaman Horne, a place which was part school and part prison 

outside the forest. Man was followed by M.V. Portman in 1874 who took over the 

running of· Andaman Homes'. Later on a bigger settlement, which was named Cellular 

Jail, was undertaken for the convicts and prisoners. 

1.4.4. Second World War and Japanese occupation: 

During the Second World War, Andaman Islands were occupied by Japanese forces from 

1942 to 1945. During that period the Andamans were actually put under the rule of Arzi 

Hukumate Hind of Netajee Subhas Chandra Bose as there was understanding between 

the Indian freedom fighters and the Japanese. Netajee visited the islands in 1943 and 

established a provisional Indian government. These islands were renamed as Shaheed 

D-weep (Martyr Island) and Swarajya DH eep (Freedom Island). After the Second World 

War, the Andaman Islands became the part of independent India in 194 7. 

1.5. The People: 

Historically, there have been only natiw aborigines residing in these islands until the 

onslaught of outsiders. During the British colonial period, these people wen: provided 

hard manual labour jobs. To facilitate li\ mg conditions in the islands, indigenous people 

from mainland India like Santhals, MunJas, Kurukhs, etc. were brought here. Burmese 

labours \Vere also brought in large numbers for managing elephants in timber trade. In 

1926, many convicts from India and Burma were brought in here. The tribe known as 

Karen was also brought in here in 1927 from Bmma and made to settle dO\vn in nc.rth 

Andaman. A ftc·· India's independence in 104 7, most of the convicts, having rckascd 
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from the jail, made Andaman Islands as their homes. In addition, refugees from East 

Pakistan (now Bangladesh) mainly Bangia speakers migrated to the islands. The 

government of India encouraged people from the mainland to settle in the Islands in 

order to populate the area. So, the main population is of settlers who brought from 

different parts of the surrounding areas. 

The first census of the Andaman Islands put the population at 24,629 people in 1901 

(See: Table- 2). After the independence, due to encouragement of the Indian govemment 

for the settlement in the islands, the population expanded fast. Government encouraged 

migrants and ex-servicemen to settle in the islands by giving them handsome perks. 

Meanwhile during all this time, it was not easy to win the confidence of the locals. 

Table- 2: Andamanese Tribal populatioaflpres between 1858 and 1995. 

!Tribe 1858 1883 1901 1911 :s 1931 1951 1961 1971 1981 1995 
I 

' I • ' 

r 
I Great Andamanese 

r 

!Aka-Cari 100 39 36 17 9 

' r 
i 
1Aka-Kora 500 96 71 48 24 

Aka-Bo 200 48 62 16 6 

I 

!Aka-Jeru 700 218 180 101 46 
I 

! 
·Aka-Kede 500 59 34 6 2 
i 

Aka-Kol 100 11 2 0 0 

Oko-Juwoi 300 48 9 5 0 

A-Pucikwar 300 50 36 9 1 

Akar-Bale 300 19 15 4 2 
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1.5.1. The Indigenous People. 

I jl) 37 

112 1. ()(l 

25 

I 50 50'? 1-;(l'.' 

254 261 430? 416? 

The indigenims people of Andaman !::;lands were the Negrito peopk of 13 primiti\C 

tribes. Ten tribes among these had linguistic affinity with each other. which is kmmn as 

Great Andamanese, vvho have now bL·come extinct. At Present Andaman Islands arL· 

home of four )Jcgrito communitit's (Sec. \1ap - 1 ): 

I. The .I trawa 

2. The ( nge 

3. The S ~ntinelesc. 

4. The (]··cat Andamanese 

Barring Scntlllelcsc. other tribes have DCL'n exposed to the mainlander<., Their histol'\ or 
contact \ ~HiL'' from tribe to tribe. The ( lrcat Andamanese were ~he lirst \\ ho ccm1c in 

contact with t·1c outsiders, followed by the Onge and the Jarawa. Vari\lus atll·mpts ha\'C 
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been made to contact with the Sentinelese, but all resulted in failure. The Jarawa have 

come to know to the mainlanders very recently. Their first encounter with the outside 

world is generally believed to be in 1997. A number of the indigenous Negrito 

communities of the Andaman Islands have become extinct since they came in contact 

with the outside world. Some tribes (Great Andamanese) have either assimilated with the 

mainland culture. Among these communities, the Great Andamanese have been studied 

more extensively. 

Map-1 

Comparison of Territorial Distribution Pre- establishment of British penal colony 

VS. Present day population distribution of ludigenous Andamanese People. 

Early 1800s 

0 

! 

'• 
'\ /__.-' 

!' ','' l. 

~-""~/ 

[Source: Abbi, 2008] 

1. 5. f. f. The Jarawa: 

.J 
D 

Year2004 

' 
~ Great Andmanese (10 groups) 

~Jarawa 

- Jangil {extinct by 1920s) 

HSentlnelese 
~~!>:?.3 Onge 
---1 Non- lndegenous Mlllemenls 
__.J or uninhabited 

The Jarawa inhabit the west coast of Middle Andaman and South Andaman Islands. The 

word .Jarawa is an eponym and is not their own name. It is a word from the Great 
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Andamanese Aka-Bea which means "stranger", "enemy" or "hostile people". The Jarawa 

call themsehes Ya-eng-nga or human being. The Jarawa are generally considered as a 

hostile community as there is a history of hereditary enmity between the Great 

Andamanesc. particularly, Aka-Bea, \\ hich vvere their immediate neighbours . .Jar·awas 

are a hunter-gatherer nomadic tribe sun iving on the local forest flora and fauna. 

The population of .Jarawa today is less than 300, which is still decreasing drasticall). The 

disappearance of the Jarawa from the Port Blair region after the 1790s almost certainly is 

connected \vi 1 h their early contacts to the British. The diseases that a century later \\ ould 

extinguish their hereditary enemies, quite possibly reduced the number of Jarawa and 

allowed the Aka-Bea to gain the upper hand . 

.larawa has been hostile tO\vards the Indian government officiab and lucal settlers. I hey 

have very recently. as late as 1997, opened up to the outside world. Only now they have 

started coming out of their territory to make non-hostile contact \\ith the outsiders. 

Despite all the facilities, the .Jara\vas prefer in live in their natural habitats. 

1.5.1.2. The Onge: 

Onges are one of the most primitive tnhes in India of the Negrito racial stock. It was 

fom1erly distributed across Little Andaman Island and the nearby islets. t;p to the I CJ..fOs. 

the Onge were the sole permanent occupants of Little Andaman. Until then. they led a 

largely traditional \vay of life despite indications of some traditional trading activity v,ith 

outsiders. Later on they also stayed at camps established on Rutland Island and the 

southern tip of South Andaman Isl<t.td. This semi-nomadic hunter-gathcrer tribe is rully 

dependent on the nature for food. Today around 100 Onges live in a small thickly 

forested island in Andaman archipelago. The Onges have tow settlements where ·:hey 

live, one at Dugong Creek and other at South Bay. But the Onges prekr to li\c in their 

natural habitat at Dugong Creek. They have been living without inll'racting with the 

outsiders for very long and only for last 100 years they have been in touch with the 

outsiders. They were granted Little Andaman in 1950 as their tribal reserve by the 

government of India in order to protect the interests of the Onge community. Bu( in 

1967. Little Andaman was opened up for settlement for people from outc-ide \\ hich led to 

direct contact of the Onges with the outs1de people. This resulted in a snious setback in 

their way of li v: ng as their mobility was restricted severely. 
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The Onge are the only easily accessible tribe of the Onge-Jarawa group. Because of their 

friendliness and relative accessibility for the past 100 years, more is known about the 

Onge than about any other living Andamanese group. 

1.5.1.3. The Sentinelese: 

The Sentinelese are arguably are perhaps the most isolated and the most untouched 

community in India and the rest of the world. Their population is estimated at about 250. 

They are very hostile towards the outsiders and do not allow any contact with the 

outsiders. They live on the small island of North Sentinel, off the west coast of South 

Andaman Island which they still vigorously defend. As the evidence suggests, they are 

also a hunting-gathering society with considerable reliance on the sea resources, and 

appear to have close identity with the other three Negrito tribes. Due to their hostile 

behaviour, there is no presence of any outsiders in their island. No government officials 

have been successful in making contact with them. Luckily they survived the devastating 

Tsunami of2004. There is no information available on their language(s). It is considered 

that knowing their language would shed great light to the understanding of the 

relationship between other Negritos languages as the Sentinelese have been isolated from 

time immemorial. 

1.5.1.4. The Great Andamanese: 

Great Andamanese is a collective term to refer to related groups or tribes of indigenous 

peoples who lived throughout most of the Great Andaman archipelago. These islanders 

were foragers, hunter-gatherers community. Males were primarily hunters and fishers, 

but also engaged in secondary collection activities. Females were primarily collectors of 

vegetable products, reef fauna, and small animals. The Great Andamanese were the first 

people to come in contact with the settlers there. There were ten tribes in this group 

spread throughout the Andaman group of Islands (See: Map 2). Each of the tribe had a 

distinct dialect of its own. These languages are classified in three groups as follows: 

The South Andamanese Group: 

I. Aka-Bea 

2. Aka-Bale 
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The Middle 1\ndaman Group: 

1. Aka-Pucikwar 

2. Aka Kol 

3. Aka-Kede 

4. Aka-.iuwoi 

The North Andamanese Group: 

1. Aka-Jeru 

2. Aka-Bo 

3. Aka-Khora 

4. Aka-Cari 

!\lap- 2 

Geographical Distribution of the Ang Family and Ten Different Tribes 
Representing Great Andamanese in the 19th Century 

Aka- Kc•ra 
Aka- Jeru 

Modified After www.a 1daman.org 

Aka· 
Kol 

[Source: Abbi (2008)] 

Ak.a- Bale 

Sent, noli 

~Onge 

13 

Great Andamanese 
~~Aka. Cari 

~r-0 Ak~ Kor~ 
\:00' Aka -5o ~~~ 

~~~Aka Jeru 

mnm Aka Kede 

jfflli Ak~ . Juwoi 

~-Aka- Kol 

·, Aka Pucikwar 

·,;wr,, ifjl ,Llililll Aka . Bale 

~\Aka. aco 



These ten Great Andamanese languages fonn a linguistic continuum which runs from 

north to south with neighbouring languages more closely related than those further away 

from each other. The two languages at the extreme ends of the continuum (Aka-Bea and 

Aka-Cari) were mutually unintelligible. Such a continuum is known from other societies 

and is an indication of a very long and undisturbed settlement of the area by the groups 

involved. Each tribe has its mutually clearly defined geographical area, distinct language 

and customs. The prefixes Aka-, Akar-, A- or Oko- in their tongues mean .from the mouth 

or language which implies that they distinguished themselves linguistically. Out of them 

about six subgroups were extinct by the 20th century. The present day Great 

Andamanese are a mixed population of the remaining four or five subgroups speaking a 

somewhat mixed linguistic code with the largest input being from Jeru (Abbi, 2006). The 

myths and legends of all the Great Andaman tribes also give the same picture of their 

relatedness with each other. 

The Great Andamanese had the tendency to split into smaller units. Before the British 

came here, there was little contact between various tribes. Each tribe have members of 

between 200 and 700 and they formed self-reliant groups with no or very little contact 

with other groups. Within these small tribal groups, they further split into smaller sub

groups of jungle-dwellers and shore-dwellers who do not mix much. 

Very little is known about the cultural differences between the ten Great Andamanese 

tribes. Best known from the writings of Man and Portman are the Aka-Bea. Radcliffe

Brown primarily worked on the northern tribe and has presented the interpretation of the 

available data, so was not much concerned about the collection of new data. He referred 

to northern tribes as a whole, showing more interest in what they had in common than 

what divided them. To the Greater Andamanese themselves, their tribal differences 

seemed enormously important - until 1858 when truly different outsiders moved in. 
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Table- 3 

The figures of the 1901 census on the basis of male I female and adult I children 
distinction. 

Source: hl!I2:_ \\Ww.andaman.Qig 

An estimated population of 3000 to 3500 Great Andamanese in the t:arly part of the 

nineteenth century was reported t,, be reduced to 625 [See: Tahlc 3 (Census 190 I) J. 

Anthropological study of Great Andamanese was undertaken by :\.R. Radcliffc-Brovvn 

during 1906-1908 which gave the population figure of the Great _,\ndamanese not more 

than 620. Since then, the population has declined drastically. The rt:maining four 

subgroups also suffered heavily until there \Vere only 28 members alive during the 

1970s. Due to government inten ention, the situation has improved since then. The 

outside interference in the ecology and diseases brought by contact with outsiders are the 

main reasons for such a decline. Today the present day Great Andamancse tribes arc 

reduced ~o a meagre figure of around 50 people living on a government provided 

accommodation called 'Strait Island· near Port Blair. Their needs <m? taken care of by the 
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Indian government official. Earlier marriages were restricted within tribe. But recently a 

man has married a non-tribal girl. The life and culture of these people are changing 

rapidly. This is truer of their language which has now become 'moribund'. For their day

today communication, they use an Andamanese variety of Hindi, which has literally 

replaced the native Great Andamanese languages in almost all domains. Their native 

culture and old ways of life has been replaced by the dominant mainland culture. As 

government has provided them all the facilities of food, job, etc. there is a general lack of 

purpose in their lives. They are more involved with alcohol and tobacco which claimed 

the death of their king Jirake. 

1.6. The Great Andamanese Language: 

Various studies in the past, both linguistic and genetic, suggest that Andamanese 

languages might be the last representatives of the pre-Neolithic South-East Asia. 

Perhaps, they represent the initial settlement by modem humans [Hagelberg et al 2003]. 

Genetic and epigenetic data [Endicott et al 2003] suggest long- term isolation of the 

Andamanese for a period of time, extensive population sub-structure, and or two 

temporally distinct settlements. Geographical isolations, aided the survival of ancient 

human lineages in the Andamanese [Abbi 2003]. 

There is some genetic evidence that the Andamanese have been largely isolated from the 

rest of humanity for 70,000 years (Abbi 2006). Around 30,000 years ago, there appears 

to have been some mixing with another group (again, maybe not yet on the islands). 

Whether the two main groups (Great Andamanese and Onge-Jarawa) represent this 

partial merging 30,000 years ago is an open question. 

Great Andamanese are today bilingual in Hindi and Great Andamanese. Only a few old 

members have better command of Great Andamanese. On the other hand, the younger 

generation use Hindi for almost all purposes, due to which they have very less command 

of the Great Andamanese language. It is observed that the Present Great Andamanese 

language is no more transmitted to the younger generation which is resulting in loss of 

the language in the children. At School, the medium of instruction and the subjects are 

mostly in Hindi and some in English. This results in virtually no environment for the 

child to develop and learn their native language. With almost 50 members in the 

community today, the future does not hold many promises for the Great Andamanese 

culture and language. It is just the time when there will be no speaker left for the Great 
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Andamancsc language. At present there are a few fluent speaker of the language vvhich 

stands at around eight. 

The older generation has also stopped using the language among them and arc switching 

to Hindi. This has negatively affected the retention of the language in the )\)Unger 

generation. \1ost of the times they cannot remember some particular construction of the 

language and they have to use Hindi to make themselves understand. Most of the older 

generation use their native language in front of outsiders and children as a code language 

for sharing secret among them so that others do not understand what they arc talking 

about. The attitude towards the language among its speakers is varied: most of them have 

indifference towards the language. Stdl elders worry about the present of the language. 

but there is not much that they can do. The younger is not concerned about their 

language and prefers Hindi as a medium. Outside the home or community domain. Great 

Andamanese is not relevant. The language has confined to the homl· or family domain 

only. This present apathy of the Great Andamanese is brought clearly by the major and 

prestigious documentation project · Y anishing Voices of the Great Andamanese 

(YOGA)' of Great Andamanese language. The field work C<trricd out in the 

documentation project gave far reachmg insights into the endangered situation of the 

Great Andamanese language. 

1.6.1. Phonetic information of the Prt'sent Great Andamanese (PGA) language: 

The sound system of Great Andamanesc is complex and varied 1• Due to the endangered 

situation of the Great Andamanese language it is difficult to knc)\\ about the sound 

system of the language. Also the very small existing population that speak the language 

do not belong to the same mother variety of the language. Each speaker has a distinct 

history with regard to the speech of hisiher parents. The mutual intelligibility among all 

the speakers keeps the communication going. Still some the distinctive features can be 

easily observed. There are 25 consonant sounds in the language. There arc seven vowel 

sounds and around 33 diphthongs in the Great Andamanese sound system. Strong vo\~o,el 

harmony is observed in the Great Andamanese. The other characteristic feature of the 

Great Andamanese sound system is the absence of glottal fricative [h! and \ elar plosivc 

[g]. 

1 
See Abbi (2006) for more information on sound system in PGA. Most of the informntion on sound 

system of PGA r as been taken from the book. 
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1.6.1.1. VOWELS: 

Great Andamanese has a seven-vowel system as can be seen from (Table- 4). It gives a 

large combination of possibilities in the area of diphthongs as given in the (Table - 5). 

There has been observed very high variation in the inventory of vowels and consonants 

among the Great Andamanese speakers because of 'Koine' and "mixed" nature of the 

language (Abbi, 2006). Another factor leading to such variation could be the fact that the 

language is on the verge of extinction and community members do not remember many 

words and their exact pronunciations. The indifference attitude of the younger 

generations adds up to the deteriorating condition of the language. In the fieldwork 

(2001-02) conducted by Anvita Abbi and her team, the mean mid central vowel[~] in the 

data was recorded. However, subsequent visits to the speech community and the digital 

recording of the vowel indicated that the language lacks this central vowel. 

Table-4 

Vowel phonemes of Great Andamanese 

Front Central Back 

High 1 u 

Higher mid e 0 

Mean mid 

Lower mid e :J 

Low a 

(Source: Abbi, 2006) 

There are many archi-phonemes observed in this language, which resulted in the 

neutralisation of the contrast across speakers. For example, though /e/ and /rJ stand in 

contrast, speakers varied between these two vowels. Similar was the situation with /o/ 

and /';)/ which were in free variation, at times within the speech of the same speaker, 
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despite the fact that the two sounds do offer contrast in minimal pairs. Length is not 

phonemic in the language. 

1. 6. 1. 2. Diphthongs 

The diphthongs of both short and long VO\\Cls are present in the PGA. :\n epcnthctic 

semivowel is noticed in most ofthe words with diphthongs beginning with short \'0\\els. 

Thus for many speakers ia > iya, or ua > U\\U. But this phenomenon was not consistent 

and only a few made this epenthetic insertion. One of the Great Andamancsc speakers 

Peje never used a semivowel between the two \ owels. Diphthongs of the PC! A arc given 

in Table- 5 below (Abbi, 2006). 

,~~l Front 

Table-- 5 

Diphthongs of Great Andamanese 

I Back 
---;-~----

I ~a, 1u, 10 , 1:0, te, 1:e, i ua. uo. uJ, 

~--~---
1 ei, co, ~J, I oa, o:a, o:o, ou, oi, oc, o:c, oc, 

I E0~~--

1 

:::>1. :):c, Je 

[-~-~~~=~ -~~~~--'--at).~l:o,_a_:u_, au~~-J'_a:_e_, a-c~l-1. __ 

(Source: Abbi, 2006) 
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1.6.1.3. Consonants: 

The Consonant sounds in the Great Andamanese are given below in the tabular form. 

Table- 6 showing consonant lOads of PGA 

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar 

Plosive p b t th t ct c J k 

I ph 
d 

kh 
e 

Nasal m n Jl IJ 

Trill r r 

Fricative 
<I> p (f) s f (x) 

Lateral }w I 

Approximant w y 

(Source: Abbi, 2006) 

The PGA has an abundance of aspirated and retroflexed consonants. It exhibits a four 

way phonemic contrast in nasals. Aspiration contrast is found only in voiceless sounds 

the palatal /c/ has no aspirated counterpart. Thus, /p/ and /ph/, /tf and It" I, lkl and fkhl 

contrast phonemically. Plosives are unreleased word finally. Many consonant sounds in 

PGA are found to be in free variation. The following sound pairs are in free variation at 

the intra-community level, i.e., within the same clan. 

I<P ~ph~ fJ 

W ~I~ w~ lw] 

[kh ~ x] 
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The sounds in free variation vary from speaker to speaker thus conllrming that speakers 

of the language family are not descendants of the speakers of the same language. In other 

words, it represents inter-group free variation. However, the substitution of one by the 

other did not disturb the comprehension of the word in question. rhc intra-communit; 

variation, thus, renders a large number of sound inventories. 

Language seems to have changed smce Manoharan (1989) report~:c! his work. I Ic had 

transcribed many of the words wnh labio-dental [f] while our speakers mostly used 

voiceless bilabial aspirated plosive [ph]. Some also used voiceless bilabial fricative I q1 J. 

The voiced counterpart [J3] was also attested in the speech of one or tvvo consultants 

sporadically .. Similarly, voiceless velar fricative [ x] in the last forty years has changed 

to voiceless velar aspirated [kh]. 

1.6.2. The Lexical and morplzological systenl: 

1.6.2.1. Possession: 

The Great Andamanese displays a unique possession system where there arc tvvo \vays to 

form genitives: suffixation and juxtaposition of possessor and possessed noun (Ahbi 

2006). The language offers a wide \ ariety of genitives. The distinctions in various forms 

do not depend upon the simple binary distinction of alienability/inalienability but on 

various diverse ethno-semantic categories defining the relation between the possessor 

and the possessed nouns. Not surprisingly, then, one finds prototypical inalienable 

categories found in other Indian languages being reclassified in Great ;\nc!amancse, each 

by a distinct genitive suffix [GEt\). Factors such as part-whole relationship, intimate-non 

intimate relations, independent household of the possessum, and tlH: notion of posscssum 

being part of the possessor, all play an important role in deciding the appropriate genitive 

suffix [GEN]. The former. i.e. the suffixation process, takes care of a large body of the 

relation existing between the posscssor-possessum. It is the possL·ssor pronoun clitic that 

the genitive is suffixed to. (Abbi 2006). 

2 
Most p< rt of this section has been taken from Abbi {2006). See Abbi {2006) for detailed information on 

lexical ar::J morphological notes. 
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The second method, i.e. the juxtaposition process operates as a compound formation and 

always marks the 'distance away from the ego'. 

1.6.2.2. Clitics: 

Great Andamanese is rich in pronominal clitics. Clitics are obligatory though the bare 

pronouns of which they are the clitics may or may not be. Subject clitic is prefixed to 

verb, immediately after the transitive marker if any. The subject clitic is prefixed to the 

adverb of time also. If the construction has two verbs, double clitics can occur prefixed 

to each verb form. In case of transitive verb, the object clitic follows the subject clitic. 

I. 6. 2. 3. Deixis: 

The Great Andamanese also displays a rich system of deictic categories. A very 

prominent feature of the Great Andamanese is the rich inventory of personal pronouns. 

First person plural has the distinction of exclusive/inclusive. Distinction between 

exclusive I non-exclusive was also noted for second person singular and plural pronouns. 

A four-way distinction in third person pronouns was observed. Thus, proximate, distant 

[visible], remote [invisible], and a reference to someone/something in an intermediate 

position between proximate and very proximate in pronouns are maintained. The second 

person and third person plural forms can be used as honorific. The animate and non

animate distinction is not maintained in interrogative pronouns Abbi (2006). 

The Great Andamanese nouns do not have number inflection (Manoharan 1989) but 

number distinction exists in pronominal system. 

1.6.2.4. Case: 

Present Great Andamanese (PGA) exhibits distinct case markings /-bi - -i - -be/ are 

used for accusative and dative; /-la/ for instrumental and ablative; /-la, --il, -uk, -ak 

[+directional] I for locative; /-is;:,, -er, -ot, -a, -og/ for genitive and experiencer; 1-e/ and/

;:,kka:/ for benefactive and experiencer, and /-boro, -bo/ for comitative. They are suffixed 

to the appropriate nouns. Nominative and agentive are unmarked. However, those who 

speak Jero or those who are influenced by Jero prefix /a-/ to every nominal argument in 

the sentence (Abbi 2006). 

1.6.2.5. Verb Morphology: 
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The Great Andamanese has compk~ verb morphology based on a class system (Abbi 

2006. Manoharan 1989). Tbe adJectives show Head-modifier-intensifier paradigm. 

Another characteristic feature of the Great Andamanese is the compound nouns arc 

always endoccntric. 

1.6.3. Tlze Syntactic and Semantic 5)·stem3
: 

1.6.3.1. TYordOrder: 

The basic word order of the Great Andamanese is verb final as observed in other 

languages of the Andamanese language family. The modifier follows the modified and 

the intensifier follows the modifier. but the genitive precedes the governing noun in all 

kinds of possessions. 

The Great Andamanese lacks true PPs since they have a set of case like suffixes instead 

of adpositions. 

!. 6. 3. 2. Causative construction: 

Causative construccions in the Great Andamanese are formed usmg three different 

processes: Prefixation, Suppletion, and by using Periphrastic Causatives. Morphological 

causative form is Ita-/ which is prefixed to the verb under consideration. This !11()rphcmc 

is used primarily for increasing \ alency, and hence is also a transitivizcr. Lexical 

causative occurs in few cases when.~ jitransitive verb such as 'drink or ·cat' is supp!ctl'd 

by a form for ·make someone drink' or ·feed' in addition to Ita-/prefix. The third strategy 

is periphrastic causatives. 

1. 6.3.2. Relative Construction: 

Any element in a sentence can be relativized by a suffixed particle. There is no 

distinction betv,:een restrictive and non restrictive relative constructions. The rclativizcd 

clause or phrase operates as a participle and thus a verb when participializcd is non finite 

and modifies the noun. 

3 
Most part of this section is taken from Abb1 (2006). See Abbi (2006) for detailed mformation on lexical 

and morphok1gical notes. 
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/. 6. 3. 3. Serial Verb Construction: 

Great Andamanese also displays serial verb constructions. A construction with two 

verbs in a sequence represents sequential relationship. However, it may or may not 

indicate a cause and effect relationship. The first verb in the sequence is marked by a 

participial /-1/ that indicates a completed action or the state of the subject of the action 

concerned. 

1. 6. 3. 4. Negation: 

The negative marker is /-pho - -ful and occurs post-verbally before the markers for 

Tense, Aspect and Mood. In negative existential sentences, it may occur as the negative 

auxiliary as a free morpheme. 

1.6.4. Typology 

In a path breaking study about the relationship between the Andamanese languages, 

Anvita Abbi (2008) concludes that the "Great Andamanese is an isolate which 

constitutes the sixth language family of India." This study analyses the lexicon and 

morpho-syntactic complexities of the three endangered languages of the Andamans -

Great Andamanese, Jarawa and Onge. Considerin1 the nature of the language, especially 

in the realm of the verb morphology, Great Andamanese appears to be very different 

from other languages of the Andaman tribes, i.e., Jarawa and Onge [Abbi 2006]. In 

sound structures, many of the consonant sounds are unique to the language and are not 

shared by other Andamanese languages. It lacks central vowel, though traces of reduced 

vowel [ ~] are noticeable in the speech of many who are semi-speakers or terminal 

speakers of the language. 

1.7. Present Research: 

The language situation carved out above gives very complex picture of the Present Great 

Andamanese language (PGA). It has also been mentioned that Great Andamanese and 

Proto Jarawa-Onge [Ang] are daughter of the Proto-Andamanese language which 

separated in the course of history (See FigUJ.--es - I and 3). PGA is both a mixed language 

and a bilingual mixture. It draws its lexicon from various different but related four 

(arguably more) varieties of the languages, most of them extinct now (Manoharan, 1989; 

Abbi, 2006, 2008) (See: Figure - 2). In addition, some grammatical constructions such as 

verbal complex seem to be the result of a convergence of at least four Andamanese 
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languages once spoken in the Islands. The present form of Great Andamancsc is also 

highly code mixed with a variet; of Hindi spoken in the islands, hence resulting in 

bilingualism in PGA and Hindi. The PGA is a mixture of a number of Grcal 

Andamanese languages such as :'\.ka-Jeru, Aka-Sarc, Aka-Pujjikar, Aka-Bo, Aka-Kcdc 

and mary more from the list of 1 II tribes once lived in the mainland of the Andarnc~n 

Islands knO\vn as the Great Andaman (Manoharan, 1989; Abbi, 2006 ). 

Great Andamanese Jarawa-Onge [Ang] 

(1 0 Varieties) 

J arav.;a ( lngc 

Fig. 1 tProto) Andamanese language.-; 

. ~ource: Abbi, 2008] 

Proto Great Andamanese 

Ten different vadeties 

Jero Sare Khora 

Fig. 2. Proto Great Andamanesc. 

[Source: Abbi, 2008] 
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Proto Ang (Jarawa-Onge) 

Jarawa-Onge 

Jarawa Onge 

Fig. 3. Proto Ang (Jarawa-Onge). 

[Source: Abbi, 2008] 

It could be suggested that PGA has borrowed lexical items from these languages. The 

above mentioned situation results in a structure which not only indicates language death 

but also challenges linguists to work on it. A claim also exists that the PGA speakers of 

Strait Island belong to the North Andaman Islands. While working in the major 

documentation project 'YOGA', many interesting facts have been found about the 

lexicon of PGA. The data presented very high degree of variation in the Lexicon which 

is true for an endangered language like the PGA. 

The complex situation of relationship between Andamanese languages described above 

prompts a work on the relationship among the Present Great Andamanese (PGA) and the 

other Great Andamanese languages once spoken in the island. This would aid in 

knowing about the relationship between these languages. In view of this, the present 

study is an attempt to find out the proximity of the PGA and four other Great 

Andamanese languages- Aka-Sare, Aka-Kede, Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Bea. Out of these 

four languages two are north Andamanese languages- Aka-Sare and Aka-Kede, one is 

central Andamanese language-Aka-Pujjikar and one south Andamanese language - Aka

Bea. 

I. 7.1. Methodology: 

I. 7.1.1. Data Collection: 
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The present study is based on first hand data collected during th~ various field works in 

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands by Anvita Abbi and her team for the major 

documentation project 'Vanishing Voices of the Great Andamancsc (VOCJA;'. Much or 
the data has alsc been collected hy Anvita Abbi during her field work in the islands 

before the YOGA project. Primarily, data has been elicited at Strait Island; Most of the 

data for Present Great Andamanese (PGA) language has been taken from the Great 

Andamanese trilingual interactive dictionary of the YOGA project. This dictionary 1s a 

trilingual in PGA, English and Hind1. 

Apart from the PGA dictionan. data has been taken from ·A Descriptive and 

Comparative Study of the Andamanese Language' by S. Manoharan, 1989. A. R. 

Radcliffe-Brown's 'The Andaman Islanders', 1922, and E. H. Man's ·A Dictionary or 
the South Andaman language lAka-l:3ea) Language', 1923, have al~o been consulted for 

the work. 

The source of data for the four languages- Aka-Sarc, Aka-Kede, Aka-Pujjikar and Aka

Bea is the pioneering work of Portman (reprinted in 1992) 'Manual of the Andamanese 

Languages'. This dictionary is indispensable for current comparati ,.e study as the data of 

the four mentioned languages is available in this manual. Though tile languages reported 

here must have been spoken at the beginning of the last century. yet. one can sec the 

historical relationship between the present Great Andamanese and the Northern varieties 

of the languages spoken hundred years ago. 

I. 7.2. A1etlwd.· 

After data collection, comparative method has been used for comparative lexicon of 

these Great Andamanese languages. This method uses the cognates in different 

languages to find out historical sound changes that have taken place in these languages. 

The cognates arc selected on the basis of different major semantic categories. This 

method helps in making hypothesis about the relationship between these languages in thL~ 

form of phonological statements of the sound changes which ha\'e occurred amo11g these 

languages. 

I. 7.3. Sign(ficance of the Work: 

Current studies abom the Negritos oJ Southeast Asia and the Andamanesc tribes ha' c 

thrown many questions about the relationship between the Andamanese tribes and 
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Negritos of Southeast Asia. The result of their relationship could solve a great mystery 

regarding early human migration from Africa some 70,000 years ago. This could tell 

whether there was one or two separate migration out-of-Africa into the Andamans. Thus, 

the present study has implications on the ongoing genetic and linguistic research relating 

to the Andamanese and Austronesian languages. This present study will throw light on 

the relationship among the Great Andamanese languages, which is very significant 

linguistically as there have been many claims about the relationship between these 

languages in general and with PGA in particular. This would also help in documenting 

and knowing more about the endangered Great Andamanese language. 

1.8. A Critical Review of past Literature on the Antlaman Islands and its people: 

The Andaman Islands and their inhabitants have attracted the attention of the human 

civilization since time immemorial, because they were believed to be the living fossils of 

the human prehistory. This has led to thorough anthropological understanding of the 

Andamans and their inhabitants. 

The researchers have been always inspired by the long isolation of the Andamanese 

languages as it would help to find out the prehistory of human civilization. The genetic 

study has been concerned with finding 'the missing link' in the process of the 'peopling 

of the planet', and finding the evolutionary roots of the Andamanese in the line of their 

genetic relation with the African Negritos and those of the South-East Asia. Linguistic 

research in this light for mapping the 'global linguistic prehistory' has been done by 

Burenhult [ 1996]. 

4The British officials of colonial India have given important contribution in the studies 

on Andamanese languages. Some of them are Temple, Portman, and Man. In post

independent India, by Anthropological Survey of India and recently by mainstream 

linguists like Zide (1987), Manoharan (1989) Abbi (2002) entered the unexplored areas 

of the Andamanese linguistics. R. Colebrook (1975) made the first attempt to detail 

Andamanese languages is done by in his work: On the Andaman Islanders. This work 

had its limitation as restrict itself to mere description of some lexicon and phrases. 

4 Abhishek Avtans (2006) M. Phil Dissertation (JNU) and Bidisha Som ( 2006), Ph.D Dissertation (JNU) have 

been consulted for the literature on Andamanese languages. 
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E. H. Man (1883) has done commendable job in g1vmg detailed description of 

Andamanese languages including general vocabulary and specimens of languages. His 

work, titled On the Inhabitants ofthe Andaman Islands, deals almost exclusively with the 

t\vo southern, the Aka-Bea and their close relations the Aka-Bale. In Man's day these 

were the only Andamanese tribes knom1 at all \Nell. Within these limitations Man's book 

is today still one of the few prime sources on the subject. Temple and Man published a 

translation of the Lord's Prayer and -:ompleted a grammar of the :\ka-l3ca language. 

Unfortunately, the grammar was never published, only a fragment appearing in print in 

1878. Man is credited with the discoYcry that there were eight Great i\ndamanese tribes 

(two more would not be discovered until 1900) and that they spoke mctually 

unintelligible languages. Man's (1923) A Dictionmy of the South _ lndamanese (Aka

Bea) language is a good ~ttempt to describe the south Andamanese language, Aka-Bea. 

E. H. Man has given invaluable contnbution in the field of Andam<Jnese linguistics. 

These works are todav still one of the few standard works on the subject and 

indispensable to the serious student of linguistics. 

M.V. Portman's 1899 book related \\hv and ho\v contacts \\ere made \\ith the 

Andamanese and it also contain comments on early vocabularies collected by Fytche, 

Haughton, and Tickell. M. V. Portman also presented a small amount o!'Janma language 

data in this book. 

Portman's 1887 [reprinted in 1992] bouk J1anual of the Andamanesc lcmlguages vias a 

commendable attempt to record five Andamanese languages. The first serious attempt at 

understanding the Andamanese and their language was made by him. He gi\es a 

comparative list of \VOrds in five Andamanese languages. All his language data come 

from four Great Andamanese languages; Aka-Bea-da, Aka-Bojigiab, Aka-Kedc and 

Aka-Chariar and one Little Andamanese language, namely, Onge. He g1ves list of words 

and conversations in different languages and also attempts at recording some of the 

'typical' Andamanese tenns or the names of indigenous items. rhough the book 

concentrates on the vocabulary and sentences based on themes, it also gives a very brief 

sketch of the grammar of the languages. This dictionary is indispensable for an) 

historical work. The eight page introductory grammar of Portman IS diYided in four 

sections dealing briefly with the foliO\\ mg topics: 
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1. Alphabet, 

2. Word Formation, 

3. Parts of Speech and 

4. Syntax. 

Man's Dictionary [ 1923] puts together his knowledge of the south Andaman language of 

over thirty-two years in the form of vocabulary and some additional sentences and 

illustrations. The dictionary is exhaustive. This remains a great documentation work on 

this now-extinct language. 

A. R. Radcliff-Brown's 1922 book is a detailed anthropological account of the 

Andamanese people, where he describes in great detail their social organization, 

ceremonial customs, religious and magical beliefs, myths and legends and also the 

technical culture. He describes the language of these people in short, where he gives a 

brief overview of all the varieties of the Andamanese languages he encountered. He also 

embarks upon bringing out a comparison between the Great Andaman and little 

Andaman group of languages. Te anthropological account of the tribe, among other 

things, describes the hunting implements in detail. 

R.C. Temple's work on these languages were largely concerned with his 'theory of 

universal grammar as applied to a group of savage languages'. In his (1899] work, he 

does not give any grammatical sketch of the Ianauage but provides data from Aka-Bea as 

examples to his theory. According to his Census chapter, [1903] Andamanese can 

express only direct and simplest thoughts. He takes anthropomorphism present in the 

language as the sign of its savage nature, though agreeing at the same time that the 

language "shows development as complicated and complete" as any civilized language. 

He also mentions lack of generic terms, back-reference, conjunctions etc. in the 

Andamanese languages. 

In independent India, D. N. Basu has taken note of the Andamanese languages in his 

work of 1952 'A linguistic introduction to Andamanese' in which he gives a short 

introduction to Andamanese languages detailing its varieties, general sound system and 

basic morphology. 

In recent times, S. Manoharan is credited with commendable work on Andamanese 

languages. One noteworthy 'linguistic' account of the language is the works of S. 
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Manoharan in 1980, in his doctoral dissertation titled 'A descript1 ve study of the 

Andamanese languages' and later in .i\fanoharan [1989] Descriptive illld Comparative 

Study of Andamanese Language. In these works, Manoharan g1\ es a complete 

phonological and morpho-syntactic descnption of the language which he labels 'Present 

Great Andamanese'. The phonology section discusses the distribulion of various 

phonemes and their allophones along with the syllabic structure i llustratcd through 

wordlist. The noun morphology is also discussed with a section devoted to the prefixes. 

an important feature in the Great Andamanese word formation process. Both the nouns 

and verbs arc divided into several classes. A significant work in Itself, the book, 

however, ignores discussion on semantics, syntax, and lexicon, of the ( lreat Andamanese 

at length. This work is indispensable for any student of linguistics interested in 

Andamanese languages. 

Some of the most remarkable contribution for the Andamanesc languages has been by 

Anvita Abbi. She has done several systematic and scientific studies on Andamanesc 

languages beginning with a pilot survey of Indigenous languages of Andamans in 2001 

In Abbi (2003), she has given a fair comparative description of indigenous languages of 

the Andamans. Similarly Abbi (2005) ·Is Great Andamanese Typologically Divergent 

from the Standard average Andamanese', is a noteworthy \vork. Abbi (2006): 

'Endangered languages of Andaman I-;lands', is an elaborate work in the description of 

indigenous languages of the Andaman from the typological point of viL'\\. 

Her latest work, Abbi (2008): 'Is Great Andamanese genealogically and typologically 

distinct from Onge and Jarawa?' , is a breakthrough as it finds that the Present Great 

Andamanese language is an language isolate which forms the sixth language f~tmily of 

India. It has also helped in the historical relationships of the languages of the Andamans 

and languages ofthe Negritos of Southeast Asia. It could help in the n·scarch of the early 

human migration out-of-Africa into the "\ndaman. 

1.9. Organization of the Present Study. 

The present study is divided into four chapters. There are tv;o major chapters other than 

the introduction and the conclusion. E1ch ofthese chapters is organized as follows: 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Review of litent11re: 

The first introductory chapter starts with a brief introduction of the Andaman and 

Nicobar Union territory. This chapter covers geographical and historical details of the 

islands with the ecological information. Further on, this chapter accounts for the 

Andamanese people and socio-cultural and political past of these people. Then it focuses 

on the Great Andamanese tribe and its languaae. It gives a brief grammatical sketch of 

the Great Andamanese language. Then, the subject matter of the present research i.e., the 

relationship among the Great Andamanese languages is discussed. It also elaborates on 

what the present dissertation aims to look at. Methodological issues and the organization 

of the study are also part of this chapter. This chapter also reviews the existing literature 

in studies related to Andamanese languages and culture. 

Chapter 2: Comparative Lexicon of PGA, Aka-Sare, Aka-Kede, Aka-Pujjikar 

and Aka-Bea. 

This chapter gives the comparative lexicon of the cognates of the Present Great 

Andamanese language and four other Great Andamanese languages- Aka-Sare, Aka

Kede, Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Bea in the tabular form. 

Chapter 3: Phonological result of the Co~~~parative Lexicon 

Phonological result of gain, loss and change among these languages are explained in this 

chapter in a rule form are given this chapter. It gives different rules derived from 

comparing the different cognates of the Present Great Andamanese language and four 

above mentioned language. 

Chapter 4: Conclusion 

The last chapter concludes about the relationship among the Present Great Andamanese 

language and the four above mentioned on the basis of the above two chapters. It 

addresses the question of historical relationship between the languages of Andaman 

Islands. The chapters are followed by a detail list of references and appendix. 
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Chapter- 2 

Cognates of PGA and four extinct Great Andamanese 
languages 

2.1. Cognates 

This chapter contains the cognates of Presen~ Great Andamancse language and !'our 

extinct Great Andamanese languages- Aka-Sare, Aka-Kede, Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Be~-L 

Among these languages, Aka-Sare was the Northernmost Great Andamanesc language, 

Aka-Kede \Vas a Northern Middle Great Andamanese language, Aka-Pujjikar was a 

Southern Middle Great Andamanese language and Aka-Bea was the Southernmost Great 

Andamanese language 1• 

The cognates of these languages are gi' en in the tabular form. The table contains 20 I 

cognates which have been selected on the basis on sound- meaning correspondences in 

these languages. The data of PGA has been taken from primarily the trilingual interactive 

dictionary of Great Andamanese language \Vhich is being prepared in a major 

endangered language documentation project, YOGA, JNU. Manoharan ( 1989) has also 

been consulted for the PGA lexicon. For other four languages, the data have bl'en taken 

primarily from Portman, ] 887 'Manual of the Andamanese Languages'. A. R. Radcliffe

Brown's 'The Andaman Islanders',l922, and E. H. Man's 'A Dictionary of the Sotth 

Andarnan language (Aka-Bea) Language'. 1923, have also been consulted for the data of 

these languages. 

2.2. Orthography Notes: 

The spellings of the names of the Great Andarnanese languages have been modi lied so as 

to adhere for to the current pronunciation of these languages by the pre~ent population of 

Great Andamanese. Given below is the modified spelling of the names of the languages 

used in this work and the spellings used by the Portman ( 1887). 

Aka Chariar (Portman) has been modified to .\ka-Sarc. 

Aka Keele (Portman) has been modified to .\ka-Kede. 

1 
Refer to Map- 2 giV<"Il in the Chapter-1. 
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Aka B6jigiab (Portman) has been modified to Aka-Pujjikar. 

Aka Bia-da (Portman) has been modified to Aka-Bea. 

2.3. Portman's Transcription 

The transcription of the data which have taken from Portman, 1887, has not been 

changed and original transcription has been maintained. The following is the 

transcription Schema as given in the introductory notes of Portman, 1887. 

Vowels in Portman (1887) 

a has the sound of u in hut 

a has the sound of a in rat 

a has the sound of a in father 

io has the sound of ow in cow 

e has the sound of e in pet 

e has the sound of a in name 

i has the sound of i in fin 

i has the sound ee in keen 

o has the sound of o in hot 

6 has the sound of o in cold 

u has the sound of u in rule 

ifi has the sound of aw in awful 

Consonants: 

ch has the sound of ch in child 

g has the sound of g in game 

c has the sound of c in cat 

ng is velar nasal in portman's work 

Corresponding IP A Symbol 

A 

a 

au 

e 

e1 

I 

n 

3U 

u 

c 

g 

k 

IJ 

The other consonants are identical in power with the English. 
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The words of the four extinct Great Andamanese languages - Aka -Sare, Aka-Kcdc. 

Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Bea, begin with a capital letter in Portman's dictionary, so they 

are written without any change in the table of Cognates. Thus, in cognates. words in 

these languages begin with a Capital tetter. 

2.4. Lexicon of Great Andamanese language The following is the list of the Cognates 

of Present Great Andamanese language and four other languages- Aka-Sare, Aka-Kcde. 

Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Bea. 

I 

:AKA-
I 

ISARE 
I 

I 

AKA

KEDE 

---- -~------ --

AKA- I AKA-BEA 

PUJJIKA '! 

R : 

J_ I You 

i 2 \Yes 

i J1YO -~Ng_f_6_---+-_N_g_ul-, ---+~-~-g_ule= ~-~-g=ol~~~ -~--
________: I yo - eti~-a We ~~-- ____ \ ()~a_:·-~~-

1 tha 11 
1 Aka 6tem ta I 6tem ! Tapa ke 1 

3 1 Yawn 
! I 

tang a 
! 

i4 Yam I k~nmo- KaOnmu 
i 

I Potato k~nm~ 

15 Yam I mino Mfn6 
I 

-tE~Mm I Potato 
I 

16 Wound unc£m I 
I 

~ t--I 

Wood I t.Jkhot 
1 TaOku 

1 Women bukhu I Lil6buku 18 
I 

19 Wipe £sir-e t chfr 
I 

I 

10 Widower aralepha Aralepa 

1, 11 Wet et-ino 6el in6 

12 Weep I bilupn To bilup 

Remor~;e 
-

35 

I 
I 

I 

KaOm6 

Mfn6 

I 

Chern 

TaOku 

Ebuku 

1 
Tf chaOt 

Araiyepa 

6t fn6 

Bflfp 

1 maowic h 
: Ch' -.--

aro Chati-da 

Kune 

Chern-

da 
·-- -

Take I Putu-da 

Ab6b 
1 

Apail-da 
------,-- --------- --

Tiwu 

16torar 

Arlepa 

6t ena 

Bflap 

! TaOnga ke 

Arleba-da 

6t ina-da 



13 Wedding em-boya Eboy6 Em 6m Adeni ke 

Chigera chiker 

14 Wear eta-Iota Jeta Iota Jeta Iota Ebe loter Eb 16ti ke 

15 Weak £lea Elea etea Ab wele Abwetab-

- da da 

16 Water I no in6 fne En a fna-da 

17 Walk solo 6i chol6 6ich6 Ch61eke Naoke 

18 Wake £r-k"ilu Er kilu E kilu Ab kile Ab geinta ke 

kan 

19 Vomit ei Akae 6tam 6m kue Adweke 

weame 

20 Urine IIi To iii wne Chele Ulu-da 

21 Up SOr)OI E tongel Tonge! Tangan Tang len 

22 Unripe ctop Ju d6p D6p D6p Chimfti-da 

23 Umrella kobu Kaubu Kaubo Kabo Kapa-da 

-kobo 

24 Two ertaphul Nerp61 (rp61 (rp61 lkpiOr-da 

25 Turtle toro T6rau Tauro Tara Tao-da 

26 Turtle cokbi Ch6kbt Chokbe Karib Yadi-da 

27 Tooth er-p"ile- Mer pl6 Mir pile Mo pela ( tug-da 

£r-phile 

28 Tongue akatat Akat6t Akatat 6tatel Aka etel-da 

29 Throw e-p"il ue pfl Ata pn Etilebe lk ate paidti 

tai kan ke 

30 Throat aker Aka kef' Aka 6ena Aka6rma-da 

enuku nurum 

31 Thorn C£ Jer me fr che fr che Chukakta 

32 Thirsty t"u-p"ai Ta paii Ta pai T6 ker Akaemp-da 
33 Tall elobor] El6bung Erl6 Ab lauti Ab lapana-da 
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34 Swing lele 

35 Swim rpto 

36 Sweat knirme 

37 Sun qiu 

38 Summer tanto 

39 Stool I Shit buli 

40 Stone meo 

41 Stir I aakoe 
I 

142 Sticky eta-meta 

I I 

I 43 I 

1 Stick t0ko 
I 
I 

I Spit 144 £k-thoba 

I 
I I r-----J 
145 j Sour 1 eme0e-

emioi ! 
i 

1;6 Song JO 

7 Sneeze I capho 
I 

i 

I 

48 Snake subi -

I subi I 
-· 

~ i Smoke lep 

i 50 Smile, my motcor 
I 

i 
i 
I 

1 51 Smell I cowbo 
--~--~-~ 

Aram lea Aram [ Ar~~-!Ar~-lela~ki-~l 
I I r\l ( 1 

lele lela kan i i 

N_g_a_o_ta-o--+~o~. -----1r--N~ga-t~---· --P-id_k_e----~-~ 

,----T6-t k-fr-+-~-9-ira_o_to_· -~+-K-i~m~-r~.~ Gu,;,a-, r-k~ -~ 
I 
I 
I 

kan 1 

r--- ---+-----+--- -- -+--
I 

' 

I 

Dfu Die Pute 
---+-----+----· ---

M6t Tangt6 Yere 

B6d6··da 

Yeri b6d6 lin 

i t angtaO pute 
I 

---t------+ 

'u b616 T6 b6 I Bole kan Chef ke I 

----\------\--- ----· 

MeaO Mf6 

Jer keto ir keto 

Me-da 

lr kete 

kan 

Taili-da 

ir keti ke 

-

I 
I 

I 
I 

T6m 

me t6 

To ku 

Ma tab a 

-· 

J6 m6ng I M6ng 
I 

meter i meter 

Moiet 

. mailekan-da 
----- ---·· .. --· ·I 

TaOku I Takil Putu-·da : 

I
I ~ ··- -~----------------i 

Chein Chen . Tube! ke 
I I 

1 

j kan , 

Jo. 

me 
··-

J6j 
--

6t 

.~r ---- ---- --------- --
;-+,:__ ~~ma --~i~::~::g~~j 

lTo I Chipe \ Chiban9a ke 'r· 

ch' erepu 1 cherbo kan I 

---+--------+---· -----+-----·~---~------J 
I 

Ch ubi Chupe Chupe i J6bo-da 1 

I I 

Le b 
+-J_e_b~~ I Leb-

6 
mo 

Je 

--+-----1-~-

1 Moijur 

ichur 1 

chob6 
1 

Ch6po 
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1 Moichar I Aka mujur ke 
I 

kan I 
- --~~----·-

Ch6po _ 1~aba-~;~~-- __ j 



52 Small e:-leo J6 taou Lao 6te Ot kujuri ke 

d6kan 

53 Sleep be no Tuben6 Tir ben6 M61i kan Mami ke 

54 Sky t~- to~- Taoo Tauo Lerner Mauro-da 

t~o 

55 Skin e:-kob~- 6t kobau 6t kaup6 6te Aii-da 

et-k~bo katch 

56 Sit aka-uno Ako uno Aka Arche Ar bul-da 

wuano 

57 Sink bit Ju bit J6 bit 6ng6m A tobre ke 

bite kan 

58 Sing jo sor~ J6ur J6 ch6r6 Jio Ramit6y6 ke 

choro 

kan 

59 Shoot e-phire E pire E pira Ab pire Painte ke 

kan 

60 Shiver u-juro Ujurol Ot Pereta seredi ke 

boicho kan 

tereta 

61 Sharpen sito Jer Yfr chet6 ir chet 19 jit ke 

ChetaO kan 

62 Sharp ek~r~pho Er roku lg reta ir reta 19 renlmla-da 

63 Share ora Ura Wera Yai-da Yai-da 

64 Shade t"iu Tiu Tiuw6 Tiu Dia-da 

65 Seed eulu Erulu ir t61 ir ule lg ban-da 

66 See tirqe Er tede ir tede ir tnu 19 b&di ke 

kan 

67 Sea siro Chiro Chiro Chire Juru-da 

68 Scar er-k"odo Er bi ir k6d6 rr k6de lg g&da-da 
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169 I Scale ~1-c~r Jet ch6r Jot ch6r ~~~ch -- 0-t-a,}~d-a---~~ j 
! 70 I Sand- t:J_~~-~(or:J_~-T~_ro ____ +--T_6_ro ____ ,_' _T_a_o_w~~-- T_ar_a~?_a ____ j 

i 71 i Saliva= a phup Ma pup Ma bub I Telep6 Telep6-da I 

! 72 Run away I !Ebol T6 t8bal 6t tepal I T3p~l - Ad~0ik& ] 
1 kan 

Jk ch6k6 I E ch6-ke- Tapa-k~--! Row ~-c-o--kh-----+--J;k 73 

\ chekaO 
f--------1-------:-------t---- ---1--------+---

74 Rope luremo Luremo Betmo Betmo-da 

I 

Betmo

da 

1---7_5_-+--R_o_c_k ___ +_m_e_o ___ ---+:-M __ e_' a_o_--t __ M_f6 __ -t-M_e-_d~--- I Tai~-d_~-~~~~----
76 Roast e-suye I T6 jichue Je chua Chu-kan J6f ke 

f---7-7-+1 -R-ip-e------j-£-b_o_e -~. j __ u_b_6-[e-+---Jo-' _b_6_f -+, _O_n_g_ b;- Roich re_ --1 
I 78 Reef burku i Burku Burko Buruke B6r6ga-da ~ 

,.__7_9-+--R-aw-----+-q-o_p ____ f_Ju d6p Jo d6p D6p~--~-- t_c_h~~-etf-~~ 1 

80 Rat (o-qe T6-d8 08 i Ketn 1 ::go tatma- i 

81--t-R-a_i_n----+-ji-cs_r ___ ,_Jo cher J6 jem I Lek~~-fv~m la-~~-ke 
I I 

i 6n~J b6- I 
I I 
1

1 da I 
Put out ~-fr_b_a_t --+-f-r -pa-t---+

1

-fr-bfle jit&ri ke___ 

r---+--(fi_re) __ --+--- +-----+----k~.--+--
82 a-bat 

83 Put s-tsse J6 teichi J6 teichf 1 Teich 1 Tegf ke 

I kan 

84 Prawn kseo Kattu Katt6 Kao-da Ao-da 
-·---+--------+------ ----- _-- .--~--~--~ 

1------+--------+------~-----t------~-

85 Play ererJ khol Ereng frimke [rim k61e f jaj ke 

, kale 
I 

I 
I ----- -t-=------- ------

86 ~ m pie --f-r_e_t£_11 _____ . __ R __ e_te_n_g_+_R_e_te_n_g_+_R~~ang+ uta ng ~l:~_da _ 

1 8 7 J! I_Q __ eo __ n ___ ---'--m_e_r_it_-___ L_M_f_ri_d _ __L_M_f_rid __ __L_I_M_ fr~d-~~ rad-~~- __ 
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I merit 

88 Pig ra Ra Ra R&-da Reg-da 

89 Peel ot-kobo Ot kobo Ot Korpo Otte Otaij-da 

kaitch 

90 Penis er-bat Mer bat Ma pat Pat-da Chul-da 

91 One ontoplo On tolb6 Luah mo Lungi 6batut 
92 Nose er-kotho Mer kat6 Mir Mir katto Ch6ronga-da 

kauto 

93 Night ir-bat Yer bat Yir pat Pati-da Guruk-da 

94 Net oco Oicho Oicho Oiche Kud-da 

95 Necklace to Maker Ma tao M6t ebo M8katet&da 

96 Near betopha Betopo Pede Chote Lagia-da 

puie 

97 Navel el')et Men get Me it Mapter Mat er-da 
98 Name e-liu Eliwu E liwo Ote ya- .6t ting-da 

da 

99 Mouth ph of) Pong Pong Pong Bang--da 

100 Mother mimi Ta memi Memi in chano-ta 

101 Moon qulo- Dol au Chirke Puki 6gau-da 

qulo 

102 Midnight batata Butata Patatam Dirik Gurakchl6 

mikhu mikul miko lettam 

miko 

103 Mid-day qiu Diu Diu Putu B6dochl6 

chao 

104 Meat e-thomo Yetomo T6mo T6ma-da Dama-da 

105 Mat baraba Baraba Parepa Parepa P8rep&-da 

106 Marriage emboe Nem Em 6ng6m Acteni ke 
boiyo buiye chikar 
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tede Look o=-~rteqe 
--

107 Er 

108 Long Hobo!') L6 

109 Listen 1 akabir)e Ok 
I 

I ng 
j 

110 Lips I er-boa Er 
--

1 1 1 Left hand ek0r0e Me 

I 

I 

I 
I 

-------~--~ 

Titoi de Er tflu Ekbadr ke 

LaO u LaO tf Lapana-da 

Aka E binge f dai ke 

binge_ -~- -i-~--~-~-----i 
buah Ma puah Pe-da_ -~-e-da __ __ _ j 

k6r6i Mara Mfr k6ri- \ K6rf-da I 

, k6rf da 1 

bung 

otapu 

r---- --+~ ---~ -- --, ----. -1--:------------ --j 
112 Language at£kho Ak a teku Aka teku Ot teki _ -~-~ka t~ggi-~_a 

113 Keep etaise Et 

ch 

tai To tai Taitch 1 TegikE~ 

a I chr kan ! 
----- ---+-- ---------- ·-

I 

~114 1 Jacktn=-=ireto 
Ko' 

·-

! 115 ! Iron r£ot8Y Ra 

: 1161 Hot ik"imil Ki 

~117 i Honey thumel Ti 

l [ 

lito Koifto Kaifte i Kaieta-da 

6 tul 
---+-~-----+-~--- --~-- --------- - --~ 

Rao tul i' P6ht-da 
1 

TaO I bod da 
----- ---j-----

1 Wfrf we Wire 
1 

Uya-da 

I \ wak 1 

i Tumel I Koitch ---~-Adja-d;-··- - -1 

chi 
1 --+------+------- ------+ ------------- -

mil 

mel 

i118 Hill au ruin Bu 

119 Heavy athile Jo 
'----

Burin-d~ji-oroi~-da ____ 1 

k6 tile Jo tile fni-da lnma-da 
---+----+---- -- -------------

rain Burin 

120 Heap et-calo Ng 
I 

I 

I 

Hh-f--
]121 1 Head £r-eo 

I 

a ram Ot chek Ote i Ot jegnga-da 

-t 
1 

1 

:~~ -E-r c-h-u--+16-t:-~-t+ Ch_e_tt~~d-;-- - -

I 

I I 
I I --r----

\122 'Hand 011 kor0 A 
i 

ku 

I Ida I 

I Am k6ro I Ank6ro- -rK6ro-d-~ ·- l 
I i 

m 

I 

1123 
i 

Grass-

dimo Ida ' 1 

-t-)im-o---1-T-u-rok --+--T-o-ra_k_-+-_M_o_fl-fr- ----Mailf~~ti-d-a -~ 

1 ~opper toima taimf pete 1 

If-1-2-4-r G-r-a-ss---+--ca-: b---+--C_h_a_l u---+--C_h_e_m_f_l -+--C-h_e_m ai~-~-Yuka le _______ 1 

I I I I 

~ 1 d~--- _[_ -------~-
[125 I Good _ I e_n8_1 ___ _;._-N_ol --~ Enale Ab dem __ j_~~rin~~-da __ _ 
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126 God bilikhu Bilek ke Bilke Bilak-da Puluga-da 

127 Fruit etcow Erchu 6tchu 6t terta- Chetta-da 

da 

128 Frog phorube P6rube P6ruba R6pan- R6pan-da 

da 

129 Food jo Akajeo Tejo Tama-da Meknga-da 

130 Flesh £eomo Ye tom6 Tom6 T6ma-da Dama-da 

131 Fist u-mo-eo Amt6 Amt6 Ong-t6- On t6'1fa 

da 

132 Fire at Aht Aht Aht-da Chapa-da 

133 Finish aralisu Ara liwu Jera liwu Arliwa Ar luke 

I kan 

134 Fever £tei o te Er teyi ir tala i tata yab-da 

be no war 

135 Female bukhu Buku Buku Abob A pail-da 

136 Fear I at Lat vat Lat kan Ad lat ke 

137 Father a mae Amai Ma Tale Maio Ia 

138 Fall boto Bot6 B6to 6ng Pa ke 

I b6do 

kan 

139 Eye erulu Erulu Ertol irka dig id81-da 

140 Evening tara:y Terar Trai Ta tiri Tar dfya 

141 Egg mulu Jo perc Mulo Mula M61o-da 

142 Eat iji- eji lj6 J6 Tame Mek-ke 

143 Earth boa Buah Puah Per-da Gara-da 

144 Ear er buo Er buah Er bu ir b6-da lk poko-da 

145 Dugong koroiJl K6roin K6roin Tegbul Tegbul 

146 Drown bit Bit Bit 6ng bit A t6bre ke 

kan 
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f-:-:-:-+--~-;~-na_km---~---+-~-~-m_u_--,-:-~-m-o---.-A-P_:_i k_a_n_~ i~~b~~da ~. 1 
I chilppan 1 I 

I et p"o~ 

I 

I emp"il 
! 

I Die 150 

I 151 Day light qiu 

l152 Cut i belir1 

I 153 Creek buliu 
f--
! 154 
I 

Crab ph Or] 

\155 Crab keo 

1156 I Count elob 

: I 
I 

1157 -Cough k:Jt 

158 Cold julu 

159 Coconut khider 

160 Rooster m:Jc:J-

moco-

moc:J 
--

161 Cloud tao 
--·---

1 162 1 Climb 
I 

-- .. - --- ----------

' I 

Pung Bang ke Ara pong ; Ot pong 
I 

--

Em pil 

Diwu 

I Eb elin 

Buliu 

PaOn 

Rak 

kan 
- ---,-------1----

·Em pil 

kan 

6ngom Oko linga ke 

pfl kan 
-- --+ --- ------1 

/ Dfya Pu ten Bodo-len 1 

--+----+ - --t ----------r 
~ _[_E_ng_o_o_I--+---A_, r_t_o ~~2__[ ~r-~6p_~~--- --~ 

: Boliu Dina 1 Jig-da . 
1 PaOn Pon-da----1 Bad-da ___ - --~ 

---j------t---------1 ---------- -- ------< 

: Keo Kei wu _ _j ~att~-da ____ _ 

Ara lu b 
1 

Ara lup Ar lop i Ar lap ke 
I 

kan I 
--- --------I 

- ------r-----1----------i 

KaOt KaOt Kutak 1 Odga-da 

Julu , Julum Terem- Ch6kf-da 
I 
' 

! da 
-- ----~---~-- --

Kider Kiter Cheter Jeder-da 
-------

Moich a Moicha Moicha- Telu-da 

-

Tao 
---

da 

-------r--------+---------- l ----- ----- ------

Tao Le mar i T6wia-da 

Repe 

kan 

lg ngala6 ke 

-- ----------+---
! 

163 Clap 

. 164 Chin 

\165 Cheek 

166 Centipe 

etap- £r 

tap 

Pur Pur Pfte kan Pedinga ke 
+----+----- -----------

Er tap Ma pua Moi tep I Aka adal-da 

I 
' 

I 

--- ------+--------+----+--- I 
1----- --------

Noko Noko fr kap Ab--da 

de korobito kerebito kerabit6 Kara bit , Karapta-da 
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167 Cave phOI] Pong Pong Ar pong- Jag-d 

da 

168 Caterpillar I qum Dum Wulup Wewe Wemj-da 

Worm 

169 Carry e bit khe Ek t6r bit Eb bik Ab bila Katamike 

ke ke kan 

170 Call tere Tete Tei Biye kan erewa ke 
171 Butterfly berne Bu8m6 Barno Bamila- Pamila-da 

da 

172 Burn e sue Chue Chua Chu kan J6i ke 
173 Broom thibel Ti~ Tibij Ti wuj bij Bujftp-da 

174 Breathe sil]e Chingi Chinge Eng it Aka etet ke 

che 

175 Breast me-t£i Mete Me teyu rr kam- I k8m-da 

da 

176 Brain mine Mfne Mine Min a Mun-da 

177 Boy e-thire Etire Etira Ab tire A.b liga-da 

178 Bow ko K6 K6u K6h-da Karama-da 

179 Bone e-toe E toii E tuwe Ta-da Ta-da 

180 Boil firiyo Pi rio Piruwa Pun kan B68Q ke 

181 Blood etei Ete Teyi Tewa Te-da 

182 Blind tobo Taba T6po Tapa Tapa 

183 Black qirim Dirim Dirim Direk Putung aja 

184 Bite e-bio Ebio: Tong ab Ong ab chapike 

pio pe kan 

185 Birth thu Tu Tu Tu Ar d6attnga 

186 Big khuro Kura Kuro Durunga Chanag-da 

187 Belly I e philu Echulu Epfl lu J6do-da Chut-te 

stomach 
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1188 [Bath 

I l_ \1s9l B-at __ _ 
190 Basket 

191 Bark 

I ', 
~~~-~Banana 
193 Bamboo 

194 Bald 

195 Awake 

1196 Ashes 
I 

T6p Lebe 

kan 

--,------------ ------··I 

I Ludga-kel ! 

: I 

-----t-··- --·----+-----+--- --·---- ------1 
i 
I 

' 

1 Wo:t waot 
---1-------t---·· ----- ---~----· ------ ·-

Wat-da WaLit-da 

: Sup 1 Chup Chup I Ch6p-da J6p-da 

~~;bo-~ 0! k8ba Ot k8po 6te kait-
1 

It aij-da 

I I --+----+: _da __ ---4 -~·-- __ j 

k8pho 

por ·- ph8r 

ot kob81o 

erkhiluke 

I 

bWe 

-

Kopo-da T6bat-d~ Engera-da ! 

r Par Baret-d~Pau-d_;-______ l 
k_a_b_a_j-_6_t_k_6_h_---+--6-t-o k6h-- j Ottai~Um-d~ -~ 

I , 

Ka 
Po 

·-

6t 

16 

po 

Ida 

Er khelu 

t Ba 

E khilo :: khil8tf~g3i~tak8 _! 

I Pat i ~i~:ile cri-da ' 

r---+-----+--------t--! T_o_n~- --+--1 T_o_n_g---+~-~-1-rk-it- _ iu~6- -~1 
_E_r_la _____ +-1-fr_i y_a __ -f~- _lljila ______ .~j 

I 
' 

I 

197 Arm I') tO 

198 Alone nla 

Olo i W6 I W616-da : W616-da I 

r-----+-----t-------~~r-----r a-rt-6 nge • T 6ngel fr.hf;_;;~ r Ch ~m-d a--~~.~ 
I, I _, .... --

1 M6k~ i M6 - ~-L-ic-hi~e --! 6-t ~-a-nr-ri-----l 

199 Axe I Adze l:)b 

200 Above I SODOI 

201 Leave I 1 mok-

I Abandoned muk 
L_ 

~--------'-------- - ----·-- ·- ·---·---
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Chapter-3 

Relationship between the Great Andamanese languages 

3.0. Introduction 

In this chapter, the results of the present comparative study of Present Great Andamanese 

language (PGA), Aka-Sare, Aka-Kede, Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Bea have been discussed. 

This comparison has yielded a large inventory of cognates. Although all the efforts have 

been taken to ensure the accuracy of comparison between these languages, but due to 

insufficiency of data, some exceptions to the phonological rules are found. Despite these 

constraints, interesting results of the relationship among these languages have been 

established. 

Based on the cognates, it can be said that PGA is closer to Sare and Kede languages, 

since the other two languages (Pujjikar and Bea) demonstrate a very little resemblances 

in sound meaning correspondences with the PGA. Hence this study focuses primarily on 

the intensity of the genetic relationship among the three languages - PGA, Sare and 

Ked e. 

This chapter has been divided into ten sections: 

Section 3.1 discusses the changes in Consonant System ofPGA viz-a-viz Sare and Kede, 

Section 3.2 explores changes in Vowel System. Section 3.3 looks into the changes in 

diphthongs of these languages. Section 3.4 focuses on the relationship of 'clitics' among 

these languages. Section 3.5 looks into the other linguistic phenomena - such as 

aspiration and retroflexion. Section 3.6 discusses the cognates which show the lexical 

borrowings in PGA from Sare and Section 3.7 explores the cognates which show the 

lexical borrowings in PGA from Kede. Section 3.8 looks into the cognates which show 

closeness between the two extinct North Great Andamanese languages - Aka-Sare and 

Aka-Kede. Section 3.9 presents the cognates which show relationship between a Middle 

Andamanese language (Aka-Pujjikar) and a South Andamanese language (Aka-Bea). 

Section 3.1 0 explores the cognates which show closeness among all the five languages 

included in this study. 
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3.1. Consonants 

This section describes the phonological processes which show the relationship/ changes 

that have taken place in the consonant system of PGA and the two other extinct (J-rcat 

Andamanese languages - Aka-Sare and ,\ka-Kede during the course of history of the 

language. 

3.1.1. The sound lvd of Kede is lost in Sare and PGA if it happens to be in the onset 

position of a syllable. It can be illustratea from the examples given in ( 1-5 ). 

1. we ·yes' (Kede) ea 1 Sare) iya (PGA) 

2. \Vile ·urine' (Kedc) iii cSare) iii (PGA) 

3. tiuw6 'sit' (Kede) til, \Sare) ~'iu (PGA) 

4. \\·era 'share' (Kede) ura (Sare) ora (PC)/\) 

5. wo 'axe I adze' (Kede) ();u (Sare) Jb (PGA) 

Exceptions: The sound /w/ is retained in Sare in few words howncr: it is lost 

completely in PGA. It can be illustrated from the examples gi\·en in (t1- 7). 

6. waut ·bat' (Kede) 

7. liwo ·name' (Kede) 

\\ i')t (Sare) 

lm u (Sare) 

ot (PCJJ\) 

liu (PG1\ J 

3.1.2. The sound lcl of Sare and Kedc becomes If/ or lsi in PGA. 

(1) I fie/ is preceded ,,r followed by a front high vowel ii/. 

(2) If lc/ is followed by a back high vovvel /u/. 

It can be illustrated from the exampks given in (8-13). 

8. ti chaut ·wipe' (Kede) t6t chir (Sare) i jir-c (PG/\ \ 

9. chupe 'snake' (Kede) chubi (Sare) Juhi (PGA) 

1 0. chiro 'sea· (Kede) chiro (Sare) siro (PCiA) 

: I . to tai chi ·Keep' (Kedc J et tai cha (Sare) ctuiJc ( PG J\) 

12. je chua 'roast' (Kede) t6 jichue (Sare) e-Juye (PC]A) 

13. chua ·burn' (Kede) chue (Sare) e sue (PGA) 
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The following examples (14-16) can be given as proof of the above statement as /c/ does 

not occur in the above mentioned environment hence retaining the sound /c/ in PGA. 

14. jot ch6r 'scale' (Kede) 

15. chem 'wound' (Kede) 

16. er chu 'head' (Kede) 

jet ch6r (Sare) 

e cbem (Sare) 

e chu (Sare) 

:lt-c:lr (PGA) 

uncr:m (PGA) 

er-co (PGA) 

3.1.3. The sound /hi found in Kede and/or Sare is lost in PGA. This phenomenon could 

not be explored more due to limited data. Consider the examples (17-18) showing loss of 

the sound /hi in PGA and in both- Sare and PGA (19). 

17. rna pmili 'lips' (Kede) 

18. aht 'fire' (Kede) 

19. 6t k6h-da 'bald' (Kede) 

er buah (Sare) 

aht (Sare) 

6t kaba 16 (Sare) 

er-boa (PGA) 

at(PGA) 

ot kob:llo (PGA) 

3.1.4. The phoneme /g/ has been completely lost in PGA and Sare. Voiced velar plosive 

[g] sound is found in large number in Bea. Kede and Pujjikar also offer few examples 

with [g] sound as can be seen from the following examples (20-24). 

20. em chigeni 'wedding' (Kede) eboy6(Sare) em-boya (PGA) 

21. ertol 'eye' (Kede) erulu (Sare) erulu (PGA) 

irka dig (Pujjikar) fd8.l-da (Bea) 

22. k6roin 'dugong' (Kede) K6roin (Sare) k:lr:liJl (PGA) 

tegbul (Pujjikar) tegbul (Bea ). 

23. puah 'earth' (Kede) buah (Sare) boa(PGA) 

per-da(Pujj ikar) para-da (Bea) 

24. ig reta 'sharp' (Kede) er roku (Sare) ek:lr:lpho (PGA) 

ir reta (Pujjikar) ig renema-da (Bea) 

3.1.5. In some cognates, the word final/b/ ofKede and/or Sare devoices to /p/ in PGA. 

It can be illustrated from the examples given in (25-26). 

25. rna bub 'saliva' (Kede) 

26. jeb 'smoke' (Kede) 

rna pup (Sare) 

Leb(Sare) 
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Exception: The word final lb/ in Sare is retained in PGA in one cognate. Consider the 

following example in (27). 

27. ara !up 'count' (Kede) ani lub (Sare) elob ( PGA) 

3.1.6. Syllable initial .1p/ of Sare and or Kede has become /ph; in PGA. It can be 

illustrated from the examples given in c:g-34). 

28. pong 'mouth' (Kede) pong (Sare) p11 ol) (PGA) 

29. to cherbo 'sneeze' (Kede) 6t cherepu (Sare) CcTp 11
(> (PCJA) 

3 0. em pil kan 'die' (Kede) em pil (Sare) em1hl (J>CJA) 

31. repo 'climb' (Kede) repu (Sare) rq:h) (PCiA) 

32. ti pai 'thirsty" (Kede) ta paii (Sare) t11 u-p 11ai (PGA) 

33. irp61 'two' (Kede) nerp61 (Sare) erlaphul (PGA) 

34. mir pile 'tooth' (Kede) mer pile (Sare) p1·ile (PGA) 

The following examples (35-3 7) can be given as proof of the above statement as /p/ docs 

not occur in the syllable initial position hence retaining the sound /p; in PCJA. 

35. d6p 'unripe· (Kede) 

36. ma bub ·saliva' (Kcde) 

37. chup "bctskef (Kedc) 

3.2.Vowcls 

ju d6p (Sare) 

ma pup (Sare) 

chup (Sare) 

tlop ( PCJ ;\) 

This section looks into the phonological processes of change, gain and loss in the nmcl 

system among the languages PGA. \ka-Sare and Aka-Kede during the course of history. 

3.2.1. The word final /a/ of Kedc 1s realized as /-e/ in PGA if the penultimate syllable 

consists of a high vowel. This phenomenon can be illustrated from the examples gin~n in 

(38-401. 

3 8. e pirc't 'shoot' (Kede) 

39. p6ruba ·frog· (Kede) 

40. ctini 'boy" (Kede) 

e pire (Sare) 

p6rube (Sarc) 

etire (Sare) 
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The following examples ( 41-45) can be given as proof of the above statement as the 

penultimate syllable does not carry high vowel hence retaining the sound /-a/ in PGA. 

41. araiyepa 'widower' (kede) ara.Iepa (Sare) aralepha (PGA) 

42. wera 'share' (kede) ura (Sare) ora(PGA) 

43. jeta 16ta 'wear' (Kede) jeta 16ta (Sare) eta-Iota (PGA) 

44. parepa 'mat' (Kede) baraba (Sare) baraba (PGA) 

45. baraba 'mat' (Kede) baraba (Sare) baraba (PGA) 

3.2.2. Some of the cognates from the basic vocabulary show retention of the sound /a/ in 

all the three languages under consideration. Consider the following examples (46-47). It 

is difficult to ascertain the reasons of the retention due to insufficiency of data. 

46. ra 'pig' (Kede) 

47. rna bub 'saliva' (Kede) 

rei (Sare) 

rna pup (Sare) 

ra (PGA) 

aphup (PGA) 

3.2.3. If the word in Sare and/or Kede is bisyllabic or polysyllabic and the sound lui 

happens to be in the final syllable of the word, then it changes to the sound /o/ in PGA if 

the penultimate syllable has a non-high vowel or a front closing diphthong. It can be 

illustrated from examples given in (48-53). 

48. Hiiiku 'wood' (Kede) taiiku (Sare) t~khot (PGA) 

49. Hiiiku 'stick' (Kede) toku (Sare) t~ko (PGA) 

50. moijur 'smile, my' (Kede) 6 moichur (Sare) motcor (PGA) 

51. er chu 'head' (PGA) e chu (Sare) rr-co (PGA) 

52. aka teku 'language' (Kede) aka teku (Sare) a-tEkho (PGA) 

53 ara lup 'count' (Kede) ara lub (Sare) elob (PGA) 

The following examples (54-59) can be given as proof of the above statement as the 

penultimate syllable contains a high vowel hence retaining the sound /-u/ in PGA. 

54. jera liwu 'finish' (Kede) 

55. ebuku 'women' (Kede) 

56. e kilu 'wake' (Kede) 

ara liwu (Sare) 

laobuku (Sare) 

er kilu (Sare) 
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57. b6liu ·creek' (Kede) 

58. julum ·cold' (Kede) 

59. epillu 'belly' 

buliu (Sare) 

julu (Sare) 

echulu (Sare) 

buliu (PGA) 

julu (PGA) 

e-Jhlu (PGA) 

3.2.4. If a bisyllabic or polysyllabic word in Kede and/or Sare has low back vO\vcl In/ in 

the final syllable, then. it gains height in PGA if the penultimate syllable has a high 

vowel. It can be illustrated from examples given in (60-64). 

6o. burko 'reef (Kede) 

61. e liwo 'name' (Kede) 

urku (Sare) 

e livvu (Sare) 

burku (PGA\ 

liu (PC1A) 

62. patatam miko 'midnight (Kede) butata mikul (Sare) hGtettu mik 11 u (PG.\) 

63. e khilo ·awake' (Kede) 

64. chiro 'sea' (Kede) 

3.3. Diphthongs: 

erkhelu (Sare) 

chiro (Sare) 

crk 11 ilukc (PC)A) 

siro (PGA) 

This section discusses the phonolog1cal processes of historical changes in the diphthongs 

of the PGA, Aka-Sare and Aka-Kede 

3.3.1. The diphthong /nr/ of Sare and/or Kede becomes diphthong 1Ji/ or the unit nmcl 

sound lo/ or IJ/ in PGA. This J'henomenon could not he c\plorcd further duL· to 

insutTic1ency of data. Consider the rot lowing examples given in ({l)-70 ). 

65. k6roin 'dugong· (Kcdl·1 k6roin (Sarc) bniJ1 (PCi,\) 

66. torak taimi · grass-hoppa· (Kede) turok toima ( Sarc) tJimo (PGA) 

67. moijur 'smile. my· (Kcde: 6 moichur (Sarc) motcor (Jl(ii\) 

68. oi cho 'ncr (Kedc) oich6 (Sare 1 oco (PC!.\) 

69. em buiye 'marriage· tKede) ncm boiy6 (Sare) crnboe (1'(1/\J 

70. moicha 'rooster' (f-:cdc) moicha (San:) mJcJ~-mocJ(PGA) 

3.3.2. The diphthong !iu/ of Ke,k and/or Sare is retained in PCi:\ in all instances. It could 

be illustrated from the example:-. g1\en in (71-74). 

71. b61iu 'creek" (Keele 

72. diu 'mid-day' (Keele 1 

buliu (are) 

qiu (Sare) 
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73. tiuw6 'shade' (Kede) 

74 die 'Sun' (Kede) 

3.4. Clitics 

tiu (Sare) 

diu (Sare) 

thiu (PGA) 

ct_iu (PGA) 

As discussed earlier in section - 1.6.2.2. PGA is very rich in Pro clitics. This section 

explores the phonological processes involved during the historical development of clitics 

of the PGA from the extinct Great Andamanese languages. The data of clitics from three 

languages - PGA, Sare and Kede will be analysed to get to systematic phonological 

processes that evolved during the course ofhistory. 

3.4.1.1. The clitic aka- of Kede and/ Sare is retained in PGA in few cognates. It can be 

illustrated from examples given in (75-77). 

75. aka wuano 'sit' (Kede) 

76. aka binge 'listen' (Kede) 

77. akatat 'tongue' (Kede) 

ako uno (Sare) 

okotapung (Sare) 

akatat (Sare) 

aka-uno (PGA) 

aka-biiJe (PGA) 

aka-tat (PGA) 

3.4.1.2. In some cognates the clitic /aka-/ of Kede and/or Sare has become /a-/ in PGA. 

One of senior Great Andamanese, Boa Sr. is a Bo speaker who uses /aka-/ while others 

use Ia-/. Consider the following examples (78-79). 

78. aka enuku 'throat' (Kede) 

79. aka teku 'language' (Kede) 

aka ker (Sare) 

aka teku (Sare) 

a-ker (PGA) 

a-tEkho (PGA) 

3.4.2. The clitic /er-/ in Kede and/or Sare has become le-I in PGA in all instances of 

cognates except one. This phenomenon can be illustrated from examples given in (80-84) 

80. epillu 'belly I stomach' (Kede) echulu (Sare) e philu (PGA) 

81. e pira 'shoot' (Kede) e pfre (Sare) e-phire (PGA) 

82. me teyu 'breast' (Kede) mete (Sare) me-tEi (PGA) 

83. e liwo 'name' (Kede) e liwu (Sare) e-liu (PGA) 

84. e tu we 'bone' (Kede) e toi i (Sare) e-t::>e (PGA) 

Exception: Only one exception (see 85) has been observed. 
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85. etira 'boy' (Kede) ctirc (Sare) 

3.4.3. The eli tic /nt-/ ~ /;mt-/ of Kede and/or Sare has been (1) retained in PO/\ in som~~ 

cognates; (2) become /et-/ in some cognate:; It can be illustrated from examples given in 

(86-91) 

86. jot chor ·scale' (Kede) Jet char (Sare) ;)l-c;)r (PGA) 

87. 6t koh-da ·bald. (Kede) l)t h1ba 16 (Sare) ot kob;)lo (PGJ\) 

88. ot Korpo 'peel' (Kede) ot kobo (Sare) ot-bbJ (PGA) 

89. 6t kaup6 'skin' (Kede) ot kobau (Sare) et-bbo (PG;\) 

90. ot kapo 'bark' 1Kede) ot kaba (Sare) et bbo (PG/\) 

91. ot pong 'dig' (Kede) ara pong (Sare) et p 11 oq (PG/\J 

3A.4. The clitic /em-/ ~ /eim-1 of Kede and, or Sare has become /em-' i 11 P< 1:\ in .til 

instances of the cognates. Consider the follo\ving examples (92-94). 

92. em pi! kan 'die' (Kede) 

93. em buiye ·marriage. (Kede) 

94. em chigera ·wedding' (Kede) 

em pi! (Sare) 

nem boiy6 (Sare) 

cboy6 (Sare) 

emp"il (PG/\) 

cmbOl' (PG,\) 

em-boyu (PC!/\) 

3.4.5. The clitics /e~r-/ and /-irl of Kedc and/or Sare has become /cr-1 or /n-/ in PGA. 

Consider the following examples (95-99) 

95. e kilu 'wake' (Kede) er kilu (Sare) c:r-k 11 ilu (PG/\) 

96. er bu 'ear' (Kede) e! buah (Sare) cr buo (PGA) 

97. er to! ·eye' (Kede) crulu (Sare) erulu (PGA) 

98. mir pile 'tooth' (Kcde) mer pile (Sare) cr-ph1 lc n-phiJc 

(PGA) 

99. ir pat 'put out' (Kcde) ir bat (Sare) n-bot (PC)!\) 

In some examples the clitic /-ir/ is retamed in PGA Consider the following examples 

given in (1 00-101 ): 

100. titoi de ·look out' (Kede) cr tede (Sare) ir-tcLlc (PGA) 
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I 0 I . yir pat 'night' (Kede) yer bat (Sare) ir-bat (PGA) 

3.5. Aspiration and Retroflexion 

3.5.1. Aspiration 

The aspiration is found in PGA in abundance but other languages under study lacks 

aspiration. It could be possible that Portman have missed recording aspiration; or 

aspiration developed during the course of time in PGA. But it is difficult to ascertain 

these hypotheses due to lack of availability of data. Consider: 

I02. [th]: 6tem ta 'yawn' (Kede) aka tanga (Sare) that) (PGA) 

I 03. [kh]: taiiku 'wood' (Kede) taiiku (Sare) t~khot (PGA) 

I04. [ph]: bilip 'weep/ remorse' (Kede) to bilup (Sare) bilup6 (PGA) 

I05. [ph]: irp61 'two' (Kede) nerp61 (Sare) ertaphul 

(PGA) 

1 06. [ph]: mir pile 'tooth' (Kede) mer pile (Sare) phile (PGA) 

Only one exception could be observed which appears to be case of aspiration. 

I07. e khilo 'awake' (Kede) erkhelu (Sare) erkhiluke 

(PGA) 

3.5.2. Retroflexion 

The retroflex sounds were not mentioned by Portman. However, Manoharan (1989) has 

recorded a large number of retroflexes. It could be possible that Portman missed the 

retroflex sounds as it is difficult for an English speaker to distinguish retroflex sounds 

from alveolar sounds. Another possibility is the development of retroflex sounds in PGA 

during the course of history but nothing could be certainly established because of lack of 

data. Consider the following examples given in (108-112). 

I08. [t]: 'turtle' taiiro (Kede) t6raii (Sare) t~ro(PGA) 

I09. [tl: akatat 'tongue' (Kede) akatat (Sare) akatat (PGA) 

IIO.[q]: dirim 'black' (Kede) dirim (Sare) Q.irim (PGA) 

lll.[q]: diu 'mid-day' (Kede) diu (Sare) <liu (PGA) 
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tfbfj 'broom' ( Kede) tibel (Sare) 

3.6. Cognates showing Lexical borrowing from Aka-Sare. 

This section explores the cognates\\ hich shovv lexical borrowing in PG1\ !'rom Aka-San: 

language which was once spoken in the northern most area of the Great Andamans 

Islands. Consider the following examples given in (113-130): 

113. crl6 'tall' (Kede) e 16bung (Sare) 

114. ir t61 'seed' (Kede) er ulu (Sare) 

115. betmo ·rope' (Kede) luremo (Sare) 

1 16. v-;iri \YC ·hot' (Kede) kimil (Sare) 

117. em chigera 'wedding' : K.ede) eboy6 (Sare) 

118. chein 'spit' (Kedc) rna t6ba (Sare) 

119. chirkc ·moon' (Kede) dolau (Sare) 

120. ig reta 'sharp' (Kede) er roku (Sare) 

121. ot boicho tereta ·shive· tKede) ujurol (Sare) 

122. em chigera 'wedding' 1 Kcde) eboy6 (Sare) 

123. aka enuku 'throat' (Kedc) aka ker (Sarc) 

124. luah m6 'one' (Kede) on tolb6 (Sare) 

125. pede pufe 'near' (Kede J betopo (Sare) 

126. eng 6 ol ·cut' (Kede) eb eling (Sare) 

127. frimk~~ 'play' (Kede) ereng k6le (Sare) 

128. die 'Sun' (Kede) diu (Sare) 

129. chemil 'grass' (Kede) ebalu (Sare) 

130. ertol 'eye' (Keele) erulu (Sare) 
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clobOIJ (PG/\) 

culu (PGA) 

luremo (PGA) 

Ik''imil (PGi\ l 

cm-boyn (PGA) 

cbrJjhl (PGA) 

u-juro ( PC1i\) 

cm-boyo (PC!A) 

akcr (PGA) 

ontoplo (PGA) 

bctop 11u (PGA) 

i beliq (PGA) 

ere!] k 11ol (PGA) 

ll,iu (PCJA) 

ca:b (PGA) 

l~rulu (PGA) 



3. 7. Cognates showing Lexical borrowing frola Aka-Ked e. 

This section looks into the cognates which show direct lexical borrowing in PGA from 

the extinct northern Great Andamanese language - Aka-Kede. Consider the following 

examples ( 131-140). 

13 I . aka binge 'listen' (Kede) okotapung (Sare) akabiiJe (PGA) 

132. mulo 'egg' (Kede) jo pero (Sare) mulu (PGA) 

133. am k6ro 'hand' (Kede) am kudimo (Sare) ~IJ kor~ (PGA) 

134. epillu 'belly I stomach' (Kede) echulu (Sare) e philu (PGA) 

135. ir k6d6 'scar' (Kede) er bf (Sare) er-khodo (PGA) 

136.j6 ch6r6 'sing' (Kede) jour (Sare) jo for~ (PGA) 

137. lao 'small' (Kede) j6 tiOu (Sare) E-leo (PGA) 

13 8. rna tau 'necklace' (Kede) rna ker (Sare) t~ (PGA) 

139. erteyi 'fever' (Kede) o te beno (Sarc) Etei (PGA) 

140. keo 'crab' (Kede) rAk (Sare) keo (PGA) 

3.8. Cognates showing closeness between Aka..Sare and Aka-Kede. 

This section explores the closeness between two extinct Great Andamanese languages -

Aka-Sare and Aka-Kede. Consider the following cognates (141-161) which shows the 

close affinity between the two languages. 

141. min6 'yam I potato' (Kede) 

142. tauku 'wood' (Kede) 

143. jeta l6ta 'wear' (Kede) 

144. elea 'weak' (Kede) 

145. reteng 'pimple' (Kede) 

146. ra 'pig' (Kede) 

147. diu 'mid-day' (Kede) 
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min6 (Sare) 

tatiku (Sare) 

jeta l6ta (Sare) 

elea (Sare) 

reteng (Sare) 

ra (Sare) 

diu (Sare) 



148. k6roin 'dugong' (Kedel 

149. bit 'drown' (Kede) 

150. pur 'clap' (Kede) 

1:51. pong 'cave' (Kede) 

152. mine ·brain· (Kcde) 

153. dirim "black' (Kede) 

154. tu 'birth' (Kede) 

155. buku 'female' (Kedel 

156. chiro ·sea' (Kede) 

157. akatat 'tongue' (Kede 

158. chup 'basket' (Kede) 

159. mirid "pigeon' (Kedc' 

160. j6 bit 'sink' (Kcde) 

161. kaut 'cough' (Kedc) 

k6roin (Sarc) 

bit (Sare) 

pur (Sare) 

pong (Sare) 

mine (Sarc) 

dirim (Sarc) 

tu (Sare) 

buku (Sarc) 

chiro (Sare) 

abitat (Sarc) 

chup (Sare) 

mfrid (Sarc) 

ju bit (Sare) 

katit (Sarc) 

It has been observed that in the cugnates in which Sare and Kcdc words arc same. the 

PG A invariably has the same \V•.:rli. For example, mino 'Potato· ( PCJ 1\ ), t,Jk 1'ot ·\\nod· 

(PGA). eta-Iota '1.vear' (PGA), dea ·\,cak' (PGA), ret£1] "pimple· (PGA), ra ·pig' (PCJ,\). 

<{iu 'mid-day' (PGA), bDiJ1 ·dugong' (PGA), bit 'drown' (PGAl. p 11 ur ·clap' (PGA ), t11 u 

·birth' (PGA). 

3.9. Cognates showing closeness between Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Bca. 

This section looks into the cognates \Vhich show closeness between the tv,:o extinct (]real 

Andamanesc languages- Aka-PL;Jpkar and Aka-Bea. Aka-Pujjikar belongs to the middle 

Andaman grou~ while Aka-Be,1 belongs to the south Andaman group. Consider the 

follo\ving examples given in (16.:: -176 ). 

162. chem-da ·vmund' (Pu1jikar) chum-da (Bea) 

163. bilap 'weep! remor:-,c· (Pujjikar) bulap (Bea) 

164. yai-da "share' (Pujjikarl yai-da (Ika) 
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165. telepo 'saliva' (Pujjikar) 

166. betmo-da 'rope' (Pujjikar) 

167. mirad-da 'pigeon' (Pujjikar) 

168. re-da 'pig' (Pujjikar) 

169. pe-da 'lips' (Pujjikar) 

170. ropan-da 'frog' (Pujjikar) 

171. tegbul 'dugong' (Pujjikar) 

172. ir kam-da 'breast' (Pujjikar) 

173. ta-da 'bone' (Pujjikar) 

174. tapa 'blind' (Pujjikar) 

telepo-da (Bea) 

betmo-da (Bea) 

murad-da (Bea) 

reg-da (Bea) 

pe-da (Bea) 

ropan-da (Bea) 

tegbul (Bea) 

175. wolo-da 'Axe I Adze' (Pujjikar) 

i kam-da (Bea) 

ta-da (Bea) 

tapa (Bea) 

wolo-da (Bea) 

chim-da (Bea) 176. chim-da 'above' (Pujjikar) 

3.10. Cognates showing closeness of PGA, Aka-Sare, Aka-Kede, Aka-Pujjikar and 

Aka-Bea. 

This section explores the closeness of PGA and the four extinct Great Andamanese 

languages - Aka-Sare, Aka-Kede, Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Bea; Consider the examples 

given in (177 -187). 

177. tJbo 'blind' (PGA) 

tapa (Pujjikar) 

178. pholJ 'mouth' (PGA) 

pong (Pujjikar) 

taba (Sare) 

tapa (Bea) 

pong (Sare) 

bang-da (Bea) 

topo (Bea) 

pong (Bea) 

179. ra 'pig'(PGA) ra (Sare) ra (Kede) 

re-da(Pujjikar) reg-da (Bea) 

180. merit- mirit 'pigeon' (PGA) mirid (Sare) mirid (Kede) 

mirad-da (Pujjikar) Murad-da (Bea) 

181. retE!) 'pimple' (PGA) reteng (Sare) reteng (Kede) 

retang(Pujjikar) rutangaj-da (Bea) 
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182. burku 'reef (PGA) 

buruke(Pu jj ikar) 

burku (Sare) hurko ( Kedc) 

bor6ga-da (Bea) 

183. tJro 'turtle' (PGA) t6rau (Sarc) tJCtro ( Kedc) 

t<'mi (Pu]j ikar) tao-da (Bea) 

18-1-. ino ·water' (PGA.) in6 (Sare) 1nc (Kcdc) 

cna (P'...tJ.iikar) ina-da (Bea) 

185. bilup1i 'vveep 'remorse· 1 PCi:\) to bilup (San:) bilip ( Kcdc) 

bilap (Pujjikar 1 bulap (Bea) 

186. aralepha 'widower· (PCJ-~\i anilepa (Sarc) araiyepa 

(Keele) ar!t:?pa (Pujjibr) arleba-da (Bea) 

187. bbu ~bbJ ·umrella' (PGA) 

kabo (Pujjikarcl 

kaubu (Sarc) kaubo (Kedc) 

kapa-da (Bea) 
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Chapter-4 

Conclusion 

The ancient tribes of the Andaman Islands have attracted several works on different 

disciplines such as cultural & anthropological studies, linguistic studies, genetic studies 

etc. Some of these research works have resulted in important insights not only in their 

respective areas but also in other disciplines, which have further enhanced our 

knowledge about the Andamanese people and at the same time have raised several 

questions related to migration of human population in generation and peopling of India 

specifically. 

The present study is first ever comparative work on Present Great Andamanese language 

(PGA) and the other Great Andamanese languages which explore some of the recent 

issues raised in linguistic studies of the Andamanese languages. An attempt has been 

made in this chapter to present answers to the some of the issues raised in the earlier 

research works relating to the historical relationship between now extinct Great 

Andamanese languages and PGA in the light of the analyses done in the third chapter. 

The analyses have been discussed below: 

4.1. Consonant and Vowel System: 

The consonant and vowel systems of PGA have shown some remarkable relationship 

with now extinct Great Andamanese languages. Some of the changes have been found to 

be phonologically regular and have been explained in the form of phonological 

statements in the last chapter. Some of these phonological phenomena of retention and 

change are very regular and point to the closer affinity of the three languages - PGA, 

Aka-Sare and Aka-Kede. It is that most of the cognates of these three languages give 

regular correspondences in these languages. The results of the comparative analyses of 

consonant and vowel systems of these languages are explained in following statements: 

4.1.1 The loss of /w/ in PGA where it had been present in the other extinct Great 

Andamanese languages, seems to be the characteristic feature of PGA. We have attested 

the presence of /w/ in Kede and Sare but not in PGA as can be seen in the previous 

chapter. 
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-L1.2. The loss of glottal fricative [h] and velar voiced plosive [ g I seem to lx~ 

characteristic features of PGA. These sounds have been attested in Kedc and Sarc in 

some words but it had been completely lost in PGA The velar voiced plosivc I g] has 

been found in Bea in abundance and some instances of [g] have been attested in Pujjikar 

and Kede as welL but it has been completely lost in the PGA (Manoharan, 1989, in his 

remarkable \York mentioned the absence c,f [g] in PGA). However name or one of the 

Great Andamanese man is Golat which suggests that this sound might hii\ c been existed 

in the earlier forms of Great Andamanesc languages. Some of the folk songs collected h: 

Abbi (2006) 1 also proves that [g] \Vas \'\.'ry much part of the phonemic Inventory of the 

Great Andamanese language spoken earlier. The glottal fricative [hI is now incorporated 

in PGA from Hindi especially in the use of the auxiliary [hr] 'to be· (Ahbi. 200(J). 

4.2. Diphthongs: 

Diphthongs are found 111 PGA and the other Great Andamanese languages in vanous 

forms. It has been found that the number of diphthongs have reduced in PGA as 

compared to the other Great Andamanese languages. Diphthongs seem to he 

characteristic feature of PGA and other languages studied. It can be ~.:vidently proposed 

that diphthongs \Vere present in Proto- Urcat Andamanese. 2 

4.3. Clitics: 

Clitics are found in abundance in all the Great Andamanese languages as established in 

the present study. The clitics which arc present in PGA have als(l been found in t\vo 

North Great Andamanese languages - Sare and Kede which have shown regular 

phonological phenomena in these three languages, which strengthen the claim of 

closeness of these languages. It can tJ(' said that Pro-eli tics are salient feature of PCii\ and 

other Great Andamanese languages. \Vhich suggests that clitics \H'rc integral part of the 

Proto-Andamanese. 3 

1 Songs of PGA can be heard on ~nv~an:Jo!lnanese.net to verify the statement. 

2 See Abt 1, 2006 for further information on diphthongs in PGA. 

3 See Abhi (2008) for a detailed semantic explanation 011 clitics in PGA. 
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4.4. Retroflexion: 

Retroflexion has been found in PGA in abundance. 4 The data recorded by Portman 

( 1987) do not contain aspiration and retroflexion. It could be said that retroflex sounds 

were present in some of the extinct Great Andamanese languages as PGA has very rich 

inventory of the retroflex sounds. 

4.5. Relationship between PGA and the e:s.tiact Great Andamanese lanpaps: 

Many scholars [ Abbi, 2006, 2008; Manoharan, 1989] have made claims about the 

relationship among different Great Andamanese languages. The comparative study of 

cognates of PGA and the four extinct Great languages which were once spoken by 

different Great Andamanese tribes, have thrown light on the proximity of the relationship 

among these languages. Various results have come up in the study showing affinity and 

differences among these languages. These results are given below: 

4.5.1. PGA is a northern variety: PGA has been claimed to be related to the 

Northern Great Andamanese languages (Manoharan, 1989). The present 

comparative study on the Great Andamanese languages has shown that PGA is 

closer to a Northern language Aka-Sare of the extinct Great Andamanese 

languages studied in the present work. PGA is found to be also close to Aka

Kede which was spoken in the Northern-most area of the Middle Andamans. 

Aka-Pujjikar and Aka-Bea have also shown lesser affinity with PGA as compared 

to the Aka-Sare and Aka-Kede. PGA found to be the least close to Aka-Bea 

which is the southernmost Great Andamanese language. 

This result can be seen in the light of the fact that the Northern Great 

Andamanese tribes were the last who came in contact with the outsiders, while 

Southern Great Andamanese (e.g. Aka-Bea) were among the first who came in 

contact with the outsiders. It can be said that those tribes which came early in 

contact with the outsiders were lost faster as compared to the tribes which came 

in contact later. Thus, most of the present Great Andamanese people are 

descendents of the Northern Great Andamanese tribes. 

4 See Manoharan ( 1989) and Abbi (2006) for further discussion on retroflex sounds in PGA. 
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4.5.2. Sare and Kede: The comparative study between Sare and Kede slh)WS 

strong closeness between the two languages. These languages show identical 

forms in many cognates and these identical forms have h12en found in PGA as 

\Vel! which tells us about close relationship between the t \\ o languages Sarc and 

Ked e. 

4.5.3. Pujjikar and Bea: rhese languages found to be closer to each other as 

compared to the other languages included in the study which shows closer 

relationship between these tribes because of the geographical proximity. (Refer to 

Map - 2 given in the Chapter 1) 

4.5.4. PGA, Sare, Kede, Pujjikar and Bea: Some cognates of these lin~ 

languages have shown identlcal forms which give cvidencL· that these languages 

belong to the same Proto-Great Andamanese. Some of the lexical items related to 

social and Environment domains have shown similar forms in these languages 

which signify the unbroken thread of cultural similarity running from the North 

to the South in the pre-histone Andaman. 

4.5.5. Is PGA is closer to Jeru: The present Great Andamanese people claim that 

they speak the language of the J eru tribe. But this claim is nnt attested due lack of 

availability of data (Manoharan. 1989). It is possible that the Great Andamanese 

were influenced by the Jeru tribe as the Jeru was the biggest tribe among the 

North Great Andamanese. ~\s of now, it cannot be attested that PGA is the 

language of the Jeru; rather :t is a mixed language which have borrowing fl·om 

the extinct Great Andamanese ranguages. 

4.6. Mixed language: 

PGA has been claimed to be a m:xcd language. Scholars [Manoharan ( 1989). Abbi 

(2006)] have claimed that the Present Great Andamanese tribe is a mixed population and 

their language too is a Creole5 formed by mixing different Great Andamanese languages 

which were once spoken on the Andaman Islands. The phonetic inventory and lexicon or 
PGA are found to be a leveling of different linguistic systems which suggests that PCJ/\ 

has been hugely influenced by the extinct Great Andamanese languages particularly 

Northern branch of tbese languages. 

5 
See Manoharm . 1989 
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The claim that PGA is a mixed language gets support from the fact the Present Great 

Andamanese population is descendent of mixed marriages of individuals speaking 

mutually intelligible varieties of the same language group I family. It should be noted 

that intermarriages among the different Great Andamanese tribes were encouraged when 

their population started declining. Since a child gets exposure of different languages 

spoken by his/ her parents, the PGA has become a mixture of some of the Great 

Andamanese languages once spoken in the Andaman Islands. 

The current research reconfirms the claim of PGA being a mixed language. Cognates 

have been found which suggests relationship of PGA with all the languages under 

consideration in the present work, particularly the Northern Andamanese languages. 

There have been several instances of lexical borrowings in PGA from all the languages 

under consideration which strongly support claim of mixed nature of PGA. The present 

study which has explored the relationship among PGA and the extinct Great 

Andamanese languages have found that PGA is related, in different degree of closeness, 

to all the Northern varieties of the Great Andamanese languages. 

4.7. To Conclude 

The present study has explored different claims made about the relationship among the 

PGA and the extinct Great Andamanese languages in particular and relationship among 

the extinct Great Andamanese languages themselves in general. This study would 

certainly aid in understanding the historical development of PGA and the extinct Great 

Andamanese languages. It would contribute in finding historical relationship between 

Andamanese Negrito populations and other Asian Negrito populations (the Negritos of 

the Malay Peninsula and in the Philippines), and thus contributing to understand the 

Great Human Migration (particularly to Andaman Islands) which happened some 70,000 

years ago. Andamanese tribes claimed to be representatives of the initial settlement of 

modem humans. 6 

This study would be useful in reconstructing Proto- Great Andamanese language. The 

historical reconstruction of Proto-Great Andamanese language is proposed for better 

understanding of the Great Andamanese languages as it would certainly give substantial 

evidence for the relationship between languages of the different Asian Negrito tribes and 

6 
Refer to Hagelberg et al 2002 
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hence would aid in understanding the puzzle of Great Human Migration into South-East 

Asia and South Asia. 
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Appendices 

Maps and Pllures 

·-······ 

Map -3. Location of the Andaman Islands (Source: Andaman Association Website) 
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Map -4. The Andaman Islands 
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Map- 5. The Little Andaman 
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Map no to scale 

Map- 6 Location of Andaman Islands 
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Figure4: The number of members in the Great Andamanese community 
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